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The basis for this work is a court reoord book of 
Charles City County, Virginia, tor the years 1688 to 1695. 
Because of the scarcity of material on the subject, this 
document has served al.most excluaivel.y as the source tor 
research. There were other books which were used in the 
research, but of them all two aeries were of great value 
and. »rovid.ecl additional information. These were .D!. Igsti-
tutional Hi•tory; Jl! Virsinia J!1 JA! Sevegteenth.Qepturx by 
Philip A. Bruce and Virginia Statutea .§! L&rge by w. w. 
Haning. ETen though the scope of the reference work was 
restricted, it is not the opinion of the author that the 
subject has been limited. The county record gives a ve-ry 
cemprehensive account of the political, economic and social 
lite in Virginia in the latter decades of the seventeenth 
oentuey and .has the added advantage ot being a priaar;y 
•ource and therefore aot colored by historical interpreta-
tion. It is much like a d.1&r7 of the actiTities of that 
partinlar counv which occurred during the eight reoord.ed 
years and denotes the Judpeata of the county magi•trates 
covering the various aspects ot lite in the colony. Through 
th11 record a broad vie• of the Judicial hierarchy in opera-
tion at that particular time ia given as well as an insight 
into the workings of one of the moat iJllportant branches of 
government. 
!he record i• one of the a&D)" which disappeared trom 
the South during the Civil War, probably as a souvenir of 
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some Union soldier. !hie particular document waa tound in 
Phelps, We•York, en September 23, 1946, and is one of the 
two records tor Charles City County ill existence. How it 
came to rest so tar trGDl its proper place, no one knows. 
It is in excellent condition, considering the complete lack 
ot attention it had received and the writing is quite plain, 
though difficult to understand at first, because it is 
written in the seventeenth century script. There is a total 
ot appr0Ximate17 tive hundred pages which records the court 
orders and decisions from February, 1687/88 to October, 1695. 
Chiefly because the book is written in the style ot 
another era and many ot the aaae words in use today have a 
meaning which is different from. their connotation in the 
seventeenth century, I ha.Te retrained as much as possible 
tram using quotations which might seea contusing; a para-
phrase is used instead. Despite this ettort to aToid per-
pleXity, it was necessary to use the colonial system ot 
numberiDS the years. Instead ot haTiDg the aonths tram 
January to December, inclusiTe, constitute a tull year, it 
was the custom. in colonial Virginia to use the months frGm 
Karch, 25 ot one year to Karch 25 of the following year 
tor thi a purpose. Thus, when a date i a gi Ten as Karoh 15, 
1689/90, but their own designation is llarch, 1689/90. When 
the date of llarch 26 is reached the superfluous figure is 
dropped and the date would then become Karch 26, 1690. Thia 
method would be adhered to until the following January, 
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when the date would be J'anuary l, 1690/91. The year would 
continue to De given in this manner until J(areh 25, when 
1 t would merely be 1691. It was necea.sary to apply thia 
diaconoerting system. below in order to taeilitate the oheclc:-
ing ot the statements macle in this work With the aourcee. 
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Introduction 
i'Ae system of co1111tJ- courts in operation in Virainia 
in the aeTeuteenth century was, iu lll&D7 respects, the most 
important factor in bringing capable govar:aaent to the out-
lying sections ot the int&Dt colony. Ccm.bining, tor the 
moat part, the three tunctiona of govenrment, the county 
court waa the Gaaeral Court'• a.newer to an ex_pandi11a civi-
lisation. The rapid growth ot the colony after 1619 neeeeei-
tated a revision of the legal procedure and establishment ot 
tribuaal• ot Justice commensurate with the progress into the 
•ilderaess. Throughout this period, the countJ' court served 
1 ta purpoaa •ell, turnishing the 1Dhald tanta w1 th an adJaiu-
1atrat1on of Justice that waa fair arad well calculated to 
maintain the rudiments ot law and aooiet7, and to keep in 
oontaot with the aaat ot govennaent in .Jamestown. Thia was 
but another aspect ot the colonization ot America, 'but ia 
it we have the 'ba.eie tor the Ju41o1al procedure· upon which 
our legal adllliniatration rests tod.a\Y. The county court was 
merely a.n exteasion ot ::lng11a1l Juriaprude11oe to our ahorea. 
However, even though the laws ot Virgiaia were prillar117 
those ot Englaad the personnel et the county court was in 
no 1DU1Der ltouncl to follow th• literally. Adapting them-
aelTes to lite in a new country, it ns mandator,y that the7 
alao ad.apt their legal oode to the ohange in environment. 
B.T thie 1 t .must not be oonetrued to m.eu that the lan of 
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the mother country were untit, for English la• was the 
basis of colonial Virginia's legal government. It merely 
aeane that those regulations which were not applicable to 
colonial society were abandoned and new ones, more in 
keeping with the new civilization, were devised. In such 
a situation it is easy to see that CQlllllon sense coupled 
with sincerity was Just as important to the dispenser ot 
Justice ae copies of the beet law books. Growing in stature 
and increasing the scope ot its Jurisdiction, the county 
court was able to etay abreast of the ohanging OGllllllUDity lite 
and to provide for ite people the securi't7 and protection 
without which life would have become anarchistic. 
Grievanoea against the county courts and their ofticera 
were frequent during the seventeeath century and led directly 
to some unfavorable situations. However, their necessity and 
their good record in 11&intaining la• and order, thouah some-
times harsh, should not be overlooked in deterainins their 
real worth. Too, the coun't7 oourt served as a training school 
tor the future. The Justioea learned much about the art ot 
govel'DDlent trOJ1. the administration of their duties and were 
thus qualified for taking an aotiTe part in the establiahment 
of comaonwealth government when Virginia severed her connec-
tions with Great Britain. There was a class ot men in 
Virginia thoroushl.Y familiar with government, and perhaps 
this was responaible, in &Gile part at least, tor the lack 
of ra4icalilllll in the constitutional changes of 1776. The 
vi 
opportunities tor political training which the count7 courts 
ottered help explain the prmU.nence ot Virgiaia leaders in 
the struggle tor indepedence iD the eighteenth. century. 
vii 
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The County Court--Ita Background and Keaberahip 
I. Biatorical Back1r9und 
The forerunner ot the county court was the m.onthly 
court. Established in 1623/24 by an act ot the Assembly, 
it was ordered that they be held in the outJ.1'ing sections 
of th.a colony aaob month.l In the beginning they were 
fe1undecl in the preoinots, tor it waa not until later that 
counties were tol"ll.ed. At this time precinct pro'bably 
meant a oluata:r ot i»l&atation•. tor Cai»taia J'ohll 8lai th 
•'1• that they were or4ere4 to be held in convenient 
plaoea.2 '!'his step waa necessary, for it was becoming 
increasingly troublesome and ez,pensiTe tor the people in 
these sections to attend the General Court at Jamestown, 
which was the only recognized court tor trial.3· During 
the session· or 1631/32 monthly court• were established 
ia Charles City and Henrico ooUDtiea. J[a)ers of these 
courts were empowered to enter final judgment in all 
suits not exceeding five pounds sterling. This provision 
was UDheard of elsewhere. It was given here because they 
Vol. 
lAlexander Brown, l'irat Republic !a. America, 456 
w. w. Haning, Virginia Statutes.!! Larse, I, 125 
(Hereafter referred to as Rening, Statutes) 
2captain J'ohn Sm.1th, Works ,2l Captain l2!m. Smith, 
II, 65. 
3Ibid. 
were so remote that appeal to JamestoWD was too expensive.• 
In 1634 a ay•t911l of shires was established, based on 
the English model. Eight counties, ot which Charles City 
was one, were laid out according to lines tixed by the 
Asserabl.y.5 J'roa this beginning the number ot counties in-
creased to sixteen in 16586 and to 22 by 1699.7 The courts 
continued to be held aontlll.J' in the various preoincta until 
1643, and were lmoWD as courts ot shire. At this time it 
waa enacted that the courts should meet onoe every two 
aonths and thereafter be called county courts.a The goTer-
nor was empowered to appoint the Jus~ices to the various 
county benches, as well as to designate the location where 
the court was to be held.9 Thia ouatoa of appointment n.s 
followed al.m.ost Without variation during the remainder of 
the century. Although the court was to aeet once every 
two 110nths, the Justices or cOllllissionera were a:m;powered to 
deoide among themselves whether extra tar.ms were necessary, 
and consequently the number of courts held in the counties 
4xening, Statgtes, I, 168, 224. 
6 Ibid.., 224. 
6.IW., 424-431. 
2 
?Virginia lagaaine ot History J!!!!l Biosraphy, I, 230-236. 
8Rening, Statutes, I, 272, 273, 462. 
9Phi1ip A. :Bruoe, Insti·t•tf onl. l&••orz .2{ Virginia in 
~1!!.venteen'th Centur;r, 486.Her.eatter referred to as 
lr!!.fil. Riston) 
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each year varied. If circumstances warranted, a special or 
called session would be held for the benefit of one man. 
Such was the case on March 7, 1687/88 in Charles City County 
on behalf of one Joseph Bradley of that county. Bradley, 
who had been imprisoned for killing an Indian, petitioned 
the governor that he be released from custody on his claim 
that the murder had been an accident. The governor there-
upon signified to the court that the said Bradley was "bay-
leable." The court agreed to release him until the next 
General Court if sufficient security was given for his good 
behavior.lo 
A lack of appropriate structures in which to hold court 
often necessitated the use of the homes or taverna of the 
various members of the county bench, even in the latter 
decades of the seventeenth century. It was usually the cue-
tom to take tur~s, so that the expense entailed would not be 
suffered by one man. As late as August 10, 1689, the mem-
bers of the Charles City County court were meeting at the 
home of Major John Stith.11 The new court.house had just 
been completed at this time, however, and henceforth the 
meetings were held there.12 
Court sessions were not only a means by which justice 
10Charles City County Records, Vol. 1688-1695, 113. 
(Hereafter referred to as County Record) 
111.J2.!.g., 234. 
121.J2.!.g., 235. 
wa.1 administered, but also the occasion tor aociability. 
The opening cUq" of court was known as •court Day" and aerved. 
as the proper time to aake bu.sineea deals, renew acquaint-
ances, paaa along the lateat gossip, pl&,1'·games and, in gen-
eral, provide a period:lbr relaxation. W•en were largely 
excluded from the revelries attendallt upon the opening of 
the court, for the proceedings were apt to "become quite 
rough, especially With the •orcUnaries• or taTeraa, often 
owned by Justices themaelTea, within easy aocess. Although 
festiTi ty might be the keynote eutaide the court, the Jua .. 
tioea insisted upon decorum while they deliberated. Any 
undue disturb&noe in the room waa dealt with summarily. 
II. ,J)!atice1 , 
Prior to 1642 the Justices ot the county bench al•&1'B 
referred to themselves as commissioners, and as late as 
1655/56 they were ao designated by acts ot the Assembly. 
In 1662 the e.xpression •Justices ot the Peace" was required 
by law to be applittd to them..13 By the provisions of the 
.Act ot 1661/62 the Justices were to be chosen trom among 
the •most able, honest and judicious citizens" ot their 
respective countiea.14 This seems to have beP-n the general 
rule followed by the governor in choosing the judges for 
13Hening, Statutes, II, 21, 69, 701 Charles Campbell, 
Risto!{ srt. Virsipi1, 255. 
Haning, Statutes, II, 70. 
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the Charles City County bench. All the men included thereon 
were distinguished as planters or leading oftioers in the 
colonial militia. Colonel Eci1rard Hill was both a leading 
planter and commander ot the Charles City County militia; 
llaJor John Stith was also well known in both circles; Kr. 
Richard Bland was primariJ.7 a sucoesstul planter whose in-
fluence permeated the entire colony. '!'he other Justices were 
men ot like reputation and enJoyed the confidence ot the com-
munity. Their weal th aided in the establishment of their 
position, but they were also lcnown for their fairness and 
ability. 
By drawing them troa the claas of weal th and ability, 
the people were insured good administration of Justice, for 
these men were not only the best fitted for the position, 
but they also had less inclination to sulait to improper 
influences. The goTernor, by appointina such gentlemen to 
the bench, availed himself of the opportunity of strengthen-
ing his position as head ot affairs in Virginia, tor by his 
kindness in taToring the aost powerful men in each county 
it was quite natural that they should reciprocate and support 
hie measures. 
Before the Protectorate (165a-1659) it had been the 
custom for the governor to appoint indiTiduals to the court 
at his own discretion, but he usually relied tor some help 
upon the General Assembly or Council. There were so many 
appointive positions that he could not possibly know the 
deserving persons suitable to each. During the Protector-
ate, however, when a more democratic form of gover.r.unent was 
in eXistence and the goTerr.aor'• power was at a minimum, it 
wae provide4 that there should be no appointments to the 
county 'bench unless the person selected was acceptable to 
that bocty.15 After the Protectorate, the governor seemed 
6 
to acquire more power to appoint a117one he chose aa a justice, 
whether or not the choice waa agreeable to others. Rare 
again. however, he relied to a great extent upon the reoom-
aend&tioas of the other justices, which often aaounted to an 
open application. Such a recommendation was ottered by 
Charlea"«"-01 ty COUDty .:in April, 1688. Robert :&'etherland and 
ll&J or Frank Porthroe, justicee of that county, had recentl.7 
relinquished their positions: the former because of sick-
ness and finallJ" death and the latter because he had taken 
up residence in another county. Thereupon, the court re-
quested the House of :Burgesees to seek the goTernor's inter-
cession on behalf of John Taylor and Robert Bolling to take 
the places left Taoant.16 The next aonth these men were 
appointed and duJ.3' sworn in to their new positiona.17 
These entreaties, however, were not alwaya followed 'by 
15Hening, Statutes, I, 480 • 
. l6coUDty Record, 121. 
171bid., 125. 
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the appointment of the desired person. Major John Stith 
requested to be excused from further attend.a.nee at court 
beginning October 3, 1692, because of his advanced age. Hie 
fellow judges immediately placed the matter before the Gov-
ernor and Council and recommended Captain Nioholas Wyatt to 
take Xajor Stith's place as a representative from the South 
aide of the river, and Captain William Hunt and Captain 
John Stith (the son of the retiring justice) to be appointed 
as representatives from the North side.18 The governor, 
apparently, was not influenced by the supplication of the 
court, for he refused to nominate any men to the court at 
that time. 
The position of justice was not held for any definite 
length of time, but was rather dependent upon the good be-
havior of those so appointed. Death, transfer to another 
county or unbecoming conduct seem to have been the only 
conditions upon which the office wa.s relinquished. The fact 
that the Justices had influence in naming the successor to 
fill the vacant position aided in making the bench self-
perpetuating. When a vacancy occurred, it was only natural 
that those partly responsible for nominating another Justice 
should bring their influence to bear on behalf of a relative 
or very close friend. It wa.s the earnest wish of all the 
oounty officials, and especially the justices, that some 
member of their family should carry on the job when they 
18County Record, 428. 
were no longer able to do so. This desire was realized in 
some cases. As a result, many family names have become 
synonomous with wealth, ability and intellect over the cen-
turies. Such families as Byrd, Hill, Bland, Bolling a.nd 
Stith, to mention but a few, gained important position in 
the early days of Virginia, and by their talents and indus-
• 
try, coupled with favorable circumstances, have maintained 
their leadership in affairs to this day. 
8 
In the beginning the number of justices assigned to 
the bench in each county was four. At the 1628/29 session 
of the General Assembly it was increased to eight.19 This 
number continued until the advent of the Protectorate. At 
this time, the number was increased by the General Assembly, 
for the restriction to so low a figure was not in harmony 
with the philosophy of government in operation at that time. 
This state of affairs continued until the Restoration. In 
1660/61 the predominantly royalist assembly decried the 
overstuffing of the county court as being detrimental to 
official administration of government and designed to cause 
strife and friction. In conformity with this opinion the 
Assembly passed an act which reduced the number to the 
original eight, one-half of that number being sufficient 
to hold court.20 This act was adopted a second time the 
19Hening, Statutes, I, 128. 
20.!J2..!.g. , II, 21. 
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following Varch.21 Later, as the administration of govern-
ment became more reactionary in Virginia under the influence 
of the mother country, there was an inclination to make the 
court revert to the liberal ideas of legal administration 
that had prevailed during the period of the Protectorate. 
Governor Berkeley was not sympathetic with the philosophy 
of Puritan supremacy, but it did offer an opportunity to in-
crease the number of jobs at his disposal to reward those 
who had helped him and thus increase his power.22 
After Bacon's unsuccessful attempt to force a number of 
changes in county government, the number of justices was 
reduced to eight. But the number was later increased to as 
many as twelve, for it was believed that the more judges on 
the bench, the less chance there would be of postponement 
of the session because of absentee justices.23 There did 
not seem to be any definite number specified, for those pres-
ent at each meeting of the Charles City Court varied from 
four to ten, and on one occasion only one justice attended, 
Colonel Edward Hil1.24 
The commission which named the justices to the court 
always designated four to be a quorum. These four were 
usually better .known than the others, and in deference to 
21Hening, Statutes, II, 70. 
22Bruce, Instit. Histor:y, I, 493. 
23~ •• 494. 
24cowity Record, 277. 
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their position they were given a post entailing a little 
more responsibility and carrying more prestige. Three other 
members ot the court and one ot the quorum constituted a 
valid aourt.25 The person whose name appeared at the head 
of the list probably served as the presiding officer of the 
court and his name appeared first in the court proceedings. 
In his absenoe, the judge whose name was second on the list 
serv•d aa chief justice, and ao on down to the fourth. If 
none of the four was present court would have to be ad,Journed, 
tor it could not legally be held without the presence of at 
least one of the quorum. Colonel Edward Hill, Kajor John 
Stith, Captain James Biase and Captain Peter Perry were the 
designated quorum for the Charles City County court in 
1688,26 and one of the tour wae always the presiding offioer 
in the years between 1688 and 1695. Colonel Hill was suc-
ceeded by Kajor Stith, who relinquished his position on 
October 3, 1692.2? He was followed b,y Captain Biase who re-
mained the President of the Court through 1695. In his 
absence Captain Peter Perry officiated. 
A position as Justice of the Peace in a county was a 
purely honorable one and entailed no salary.28 The men who 
were chosen for these posts were usually wealthy and did 
25Bruoe, Instit. History, I, 501. 
26county Record, 153. 
27.!J!!S., 428. 
28virginia !agazine of History .!Y!.S. Biosra:pll}', IX, 381. 
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inhabitants of Charles City County complained of the secret 
nature of the levy in April, 1688, for they knew not the 
items tor which the sum. collected was to be spent. There-
upon, the justices ordered that henceforth the levy would 
be posted on the court door tor all to see.31 Kalfeasance 
in office was never charged against any judge in Charles 
City County during the eight years comprising the span from 
1688 to 1695, and from the record it appears that Justice 
was administered fairly and that the Judges placed the wel-
fare of the people above all else. 
Being men of acknowledged social, intellectual and 
financial superiority, it was natural tor the judges to 
bring a sense of dignity into the courthouse and insist upon 
decorum during the session. A:ay person who conducted hilllselt 
iD a manner which threatened. to disturb tl1e:order of the 
court was dealt w1 t.h snnnarily by the Justices. Doctor John 
Perry was committed to the stocks in Charles City County in 
December, 1687, for beha.Tiag in a rude manner before the 
justices, charging the court with oppressing a subject's 
privilege and threatening to appeal the case before judgment 
was given.32 Iisbehavior during the court session of August 
5, 1689, was the reason Joseph Renshaw was placed in the 
stocks. 33 A Kr. Gibson had probably imbibed too A-eely during 
31Infra, 77. 
32county Record, 85. 
33tbid., 231. 
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the festivities attendant upon the opening court session of 
August 3, 1693, and was disturbing the people at the court 
door. For this offense he, too, was committed until he gave 
bond for his :future good behavior.34 A similar case was 
that of Christopher Hudson who was committed during the 
first session of the December court in 1693 for rudeness 
toward the court officials. 35 When he was released, however, 
he attacked the sheriff of Charles City County, and was then 
committed to prison until his belligerent manner had changed 
to a more peaceable one.36 
Regular attendance of the court officials was a rarity 
in any county, and a full bench never presented itself except 
on auspicious occasions, such as renewal of the justices' 
commission, laying the levy or the reading of the proclama-
tions of the King, Governor or Council. As a general rule, 
the number of Justices at the start of each session in 
Charles City County averaged about one-half of the total 
number. During the day it was not uncommon for one or more 
of the other members of the bench to enter. This irregular-
ity may be attributed to the fact that most of the officers 
were well advanced in age and travel by horseback was very 
difficult for them, especially during bad weather. Those 
34county Record, 465. 
351..EJJ!., 475. 
361J2!.9.., 476. 
who lived on the south side of the James River were often 
prevented from attendance by the impossible condition of 
that waterway. 
Regardless of the reasons for such delinquency there 
were strict laws in operation to punish those justices who 
neglected their du.tie• by continued absence. In 1647 it 
was proTided that no member of the county tribunal should 
absent hi.JI.self from that bo~ on court daya Without the 
eXpress permission of hie associates. If he were aware 
14 
that in the future he would not be present a special leaTe 
for the d8\f had to be obtained from the other judges. Con-
tinued absence without a satisfactor;y excuse was to be 
punished by a fine of three hundred pounds of tobacco levied 
upon the habitual absentee.~' 
Four of the Justices of the peace in Charles City 
County were to be tined as the law directed in Feeruary, 
1687/88, because they •utterly neglected their attendance 
at this courte • • • whereby the business of the courte can 
not be soe fully and effectually performed in all respects 
as if a full bench were present.• The fine was to be waived 
if a •reasonable excuse• was forthcoming from them. 38 Four 
years later Kajor John Stith, a justice, was ordered by the 
same court to explain his absence.39 Despite the presence 
37Hening, Statutes, I, 350. 
3Scounty Record, 105. 
39tbic1., 419. 
ot such laws there is no record ot any of the Justices in 
Charles City County paying a tine for failure to attend. the 
court sessions. Kost ot them were subject to lapses in 
15 
this respect and doubtleaa felt that if they punished a 
delinquent member by a tine, they, too, would be subject to 
a like sentence. A •reasonable exouee• was prebably accept-
able to all and the matter passed. The threat ot a tine was 
usually autfioient to bring forth the desired excuse. 
Only a very tew of the magistrates were schooled in law, 
and a good education in m.any cases waa lacking. However, the 
majority of the cases passed upon by the court did not neces-
sitate auch legal knowledge, but rather common sense and a 
desire to dispense Justice in a fair manner. AD understand-
ing ot the background in each ease was desirable and this 
was afforded the Judges by their re·sidence in the coUDty. 
Each county was usually supplied w1 th a sufficient number 
and quality of law books to enable the county bench to stud3' 
the merits of a cause involving legal technicalities.40 
These books were usually in the hands of able English attor-
neys who had come to the colony to aid in building the legal 
foundation of Virginia. However, the number ot such trials, 
based upon tine points ot a legal nature, were extremely rare 
in Charles City County and the Justices did not noticeably 
tail in their otticial capacity because ot a deficiency in 
40Bruoe, Instit. Ristor;y. I, 570-587. 
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legal education. 
The county Just1.ces had a reputation for being impartial 
in their Judgments and fair to the utmost degree. This is 
shown by a passage in the Charles City record book. On Feb-
ruary 5, 1688/89, a suit came before the court brought by 
James lCunford against Thomas Cureton. A member of the court 
was interested in the outcome of the petition, but rather 
than show preJudiee in the matter he informed the court of 
his interest and asked to be excused from rendering a verdict.41 
It cannot be definitely ascertained Just who the righteous 
member was, for on that day there were only four justices pres-
ent; one of the quorum, Captain Peter Perry, and three others. 
In such a situation it could have been any one of the four 
since the legal court consisted of one or more of the quorum 
and three others, and the loss of one would render any deci-
sion illegal. !he record itself does not designate which 
one it was. 
III. Grand Jury 
In some respects the grand jury was almost as necessary 
as the county.court. This body was instituted in Virginia 
just as soon as the administration of law was adequately 
organized. The grand Jurymen were very active in bringing 
to the attention. of the Justices the more flagrant violations 
ot moral~ty that were committed in the various counties. 
4lcounty Record, 197. 
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They also were authorized to deal with the more serious 
infractions of the criminal code. Each county court was 
ordered to hold a grand jury at least once a year under a 
penalty of two thousand pounds of tobacco tor failure to do 
so. 42 A later law authorized two meetings a year and des-
ignated Karch and August as the months in which they were 
to be held. The months were subsequently changed (1660) to 
April and December.43 At each of the meetings they were to 
receiTe all the"presentments and informations• by those who 
had witnessed the law Tiolations and to inTestigate all the 
charges of felony except those which inTolTed the loss of 
lite or limb. If the petition were proTed to the satisfac-
tion of the grand jury, the case was brought to the county 
court tor final inTestigation and decision.44 
AD excellent description of the Tarious duties of the 
grand jury is giTen in Bruce'• 1nstitutional_History R! 
Virginia.45 These and the additional !unctions gleaned from 
the Charles City County court record are recorded herein to 
give a more comprehensive account of the scope of the grand 
Jury. First, they were to present all persons who had been 
shown to be guilty of certain offenses against the moral 
lawa of the community, such as swearing, drinking to excess. 
42v1rsinia Kaaazine .2! History J.!!S Biograph1, IX, 382. 
43Jiening, Statutes, II, 74. 
44tb1d., I, 304. 
45Bruoe, Instit. Historz. I, 606-607. 
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committing blasphemy, profaning the Sabbath, absence from 
public worship, committing fornication, attending unauthor-
ised assemblies under the guise of religion, living together 
as man and Wife without the benefit of clergy and refusing 
that the last three offenses were directed at the ~uakers 
who were just beginning to make their presence felt in Vir-
ginia. Secondly, they were to present for punishment all 
those who had committed treason, petty treason, murder, rape 
and other felonies which required the decision of the General 
Court. In such eases, the criminals were apprehended by the 
county sheriff and committed to custo~ until the time set 
tor their trial. If they wished and if they had sufficient 
tunds, the court would allow them to be at liberty until the 
trial date if the required bond were paid to assure their 
presence before the Governor and Council. Thirdly, the grand 
Jury was to present the county court itself if that bo~ had 
tailed to erect a pillary, stocks, whipping post, or to build 
a prison or a tan house; or tailed to appoint surveyors as 
the law directed or neglected to set up the standard weights 
and measures at the courthouse for the needs of the public. 
Fourthly, they were charged to present every person who 
started false rumors which were designed to cause alarm, or 
who obstructed the public roads; or planted tobacco after 
July 10; or tended seconds and slips; or tailed to plant ten 
mulberry trees tor every one hundred acres of land in his 
possession, or failed to sow two acres of corn for every 
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tithable in his employaent; or exported hides, wool, iron, 
English merghandise, or sheep or mares; or made a tobaooo 
cask larger than was lawtu.l or which was of poor timber; or 
showed by promiscuous firing at a festival that he was ine-
briated; or neglected to provide the proportion of arms and 
ammunition demanded every citizen; or, being a miller 
exacted one-sixth of the corn or wheat as his toll and kept 
no weights or measures. 
These were the most important matters with which the 
grand juries dealt throughout the seventeenth century. Cer-
tain laws were in force at one period which were not in 
force at another, but substantially the charges to the grand 
Juries remained the same. This is a clear indication of the 
earnest desire of the justices in each county to put an end 
to crime and to preserve the peace by bringing into fUll 
operation all the laws and agencies designed for this purpose. 
The personnel selected to sit upon this panel had to 
conform to the same rigid pattern established for other offi-
cial positions. A good character and reputation were of para-
mount importance. Financial stability was also necessary, 
although this qualification was not looked upon as of equal 
significance with the first two prerequisites. Although the 
usual number of the group was twelve, there are records in 
Charles City County that designated the proper number as 
twenty-four. The latter figure was quoted by the justices 
of that county as comprising a complete jury at the February 
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meeting to 1689/90, a.nd the court dismissed the twelve men 
assembled. The sheriff was then ordered to summon an addi-
tional twelve to serve at the following session.46 Even 
though certain months had been specified as the proper times 
to hold grand juries, the Charles City group met at other 
intervals, bu.t not more than twice each year. Since there 
was never a reprimand issued for this deviation, it seems 
likely that thP. counties were allowed to hold grand juries 
at the times most favorable to them, so long as they abided 
by the law ordering two such sessions to be held each year. 
It is quite probable that the grand jury held in 
Charles City County handled much the same type of cases as 
did the juries in other counties during the years from 1688 
to 1696. It is interesting to note the usual features of 
the statements which shed some light on the nature of the 
offenses which evil-inclined members of the county were 
most likely to commit. The workers most frequently cited 
in the Charles City County records were the millers. These 
men were apprehended on a variety of counts. Richard 
Wathen, owner of a public mill, was fined one thousand 
pounds of tobacco on April 3, 1689, because he was not 
properly grinding the corn brought to him.47 Three years 
later the sa.me miller was presented for the ea.me offense, 
46county Record, 277. 
47.!J2.!.g., 207. 
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but wa.s admonished and then dismissed.48 Thomas Taylor, 
also a miller, was fined one thousand pounds of tobacco on 
October 3, 1692, for failing to take proper precautions as 
had been ordered by law.49 John Jolly was presented for 
having spoiled the King's road leading to the church by turn-
ing his mill water over it on June 4, 1694.50 
Abell Morgan appeared before the grand jury on June 22, 
1691, on the serious charge of making ships.51 This was a 
definite breach of the law which prohibited such building in 
the royal colony. He wa.s presented on the information of 
Matthew Crawrord and his wife. The court thereupon ordered 
the sheriff to summon the defendant to appear at the next 
session of the court to answer the charges and for a final 
decision by thP.m. 
Ever since the colony had been founded, it was the cus-
tom to hold military exercises at frequent intervals in 
order to prepare the militia for any contingency which might 
arise. As the plantations spread out more widely, all the 
inhabitants of each settlement subject to military duty were 
carefully drilled on each recurring holiday. On each occa-
sion the muster was taken and it wa.s expected that all 
liable persons should be present. If one were absent, an 
48County Record, 408. 
49Ibid 
-·· 
420. 
50.!.12i9.., 504. 
51Ibid _., 348. 
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excuse was eXpected, otherwise punielunent would be inflicted. 
Jam.es Denson not only refrained troa attending musters, but 
had a complete disregard for all military discipline. His 
cause was made all the more difficult because he was listed 
on the muster rolls as a trooper under the command of Captain 
James Bisae.52 Ordered to appear before the Charles City 
tribunal on August 3, 1691, the defendant appealed to the 
General Court. This appeal was granted.53 
J'or stopping up the highway and thus preventing the 
people from attending church or using the river, Edward Hughes 
was presented to the grand Jury on June 5, 1693. The Charles 
City court thereupon ordered Hughes to take proper measures 
to alleviate thie situation.54 
Other settlers were presented for failure to tan hides 
properly, for various violations of the Sabbath, for cmraon 
swearing, for the use of improper weights and scales, and for 
fornication and similar actions Judged to be in conflict with 
the existing moral and oriminal code. As a rule, the often. 
see reported by the grand Jury were far from heinous in 
their nature. The relative ·rarity of serious crimes in the 
colony was the subject of comment by many travellers who 
visited Virginia in these aar17 times. The absence of such 
crimes at this Juncture of its history is all the more 
52county Record, 357. 
53Ibid. 
-
54Ibid., 458. 
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regimentation induced by this code seemed to necessitate 
such a military office. After the expiration of the •Laws 
Divine, Koral and llartial• in 1619, the office remained in 
existence. However, the rights of the colonists were de-
clared to be those of English subjects and the duties of the 
provost-marshal were essentially those of his counterpart in 
England. 
This position was one of substantial reward as the tol-
lowing system of fees, established in 1626, shows. The value 
of tobacco at this time was considerably higher than at a 
later date and this fact must be taken into consideration. 
The provost-marshal was empowered to demand one pound of 
tobacco and one bushel of corn for making an arrest, and two 
pounds of tobacco and one bushel ot corn for committing a 
person to prison or granting a release; he was authorized to 
demand five pounds of tobacco tor delivering a summons to 
court and was allowed the same fee in each case where he 
laid the prisoner neck and heels; ten poUJJds of tobacco was 
the price tor inflicting a whipping or ducking or placing 
the culprit in the pillory.57 When the price of tobacco 
fell, due to the large quantity produced in the colony, the 
fees charged by the provost-marshal were correspondingly 
higher •.. Consequently, in 1632, the charge for an arrest 
was ten pounds of tobacco; ten for each committal to prison 
57virsinia Kasazine of History ,!!ll! Biosraph.y, IV, 23. 
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and the same for each release therefrom; ten for inflicting 
a p~blic whipping or ducking and fiTe for placing a prisoner 
neok and heels.58 The amount of tobacco allowable to the 
sheriff for tees varied throughout the seventeenth century 
according to the value of the commodity. From 1688 to 1695 
the compensation which accrued to the sheriff ot Charles 
City County for each official act was not as high aa for the 
previous years. but the population had increased to such a 
degree that the total value of the remuneration was propor-
tionately higher than had been the case earlier. 
When the original eight counties were established in 
Virginia in 1634, the title of provost marshal was dropped 
and that of sheriff was adopted.59 After this, no more was 
heard of the office ot provost-marshal, although it is 
possible that the title was given to the commander of the 
militia in the county, whose duties resembled those of an 
ordinary provost.marshal. 
The choioe of the sheriff was confined almost exclu-
sively to the large land owners of the county who had lived 
there three years. Included among the most notable who 
served in Charles City County were Colonel Edward Hill, 
Captain Charles Goodrich and Captain John Taylor. Each of 
these men was influential in the colony and also served as 
58Hening, Statutes, I, 201. 
59Bruce, Instit. Historz, I, 594. 
justice of the peace in Charles City, as well as burgess in 
the Assembly. Of these three, Colonel Hill was perhaps the 
most widely known, for he had been a member of the Council, 
Attorney-General and Treasurer of the Colony, as well as 
Speaker of the House of Burgesses. 
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Since the Justices of each county represented the best 
class, it is quite natural that the positions of justice and 
sheriff were often filled by the same men at different times. 
Alternation of the planters between the two offices is very 
noticeable in the Charles City Court record, as each sheriff 
either had been a justice earlier or upon the expiration of 
his term as sheriff became a justice. From a description of 
other records, it was quite unusual to find a person serving 
as sheriff who had not served in the capacity of a justice 
at one time or another.60 Thia close association was 
strengthened 'Dy the custom established prior to 1660 of the 
justices taking their regular turn aa sheriff and then return-
ing to the bench. According to an act of 1660/61 it was 
provided that each magistrate be appointed to the office of 
sheriff in order of his seniority in the commission appointing 
the justices to their position. Thereby, the system of rotation 
was legalized.61 
By his oath, the sheriff was required to reside in the 
60cyrus H. Karraker, l!!!, Seventeenth Century Sheriff, 70. 
61Hening, Statutes, II, 21, 78. 
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county during his term in office. He was explicitly forbid-
den to be a member of the council, a burgess in the Assembly 
or county clerk.62 However, new elections were necessitated 
constantly by the appointment of burgesses to the office of 
sheriff.63 Therefore, the Assembly acted in Karch 1659/60 
to provide against the dismemberment of its forces before 
dissolution, by burgesses being appointed sheriffs and coun-
cillors, by prescribing a fine of ten thousand pounds of 
tobacco for such contempt.64 
Along with the other officials in the county, the 
sheriff was forbidden to plead as a.n attorney in any court to 
which he belonged while the party for whom he appeared re-
sided in the coiony.65 This statute imposed no restrictions 
upon his taking the place of a defendant who was absent and 
pleading the defendant's case. Sheriff John Taylor of Charles 
City County had posted himself as surety for the prompt 
appearance o! John Alley, the defendant in a case o! trespass 
brought by William Downes on November 8, 1694. Alley did not 
appear as requested and Taylor would have forfeited a large 
sum. of tobacco because of the non-appearance. Instead of 
accepting the reverse, Taylor took the place of the defendant 
62:!xeoutive Journals~ The Council 2!. Colonial Virginia, I,6. 
63rbid., Vol. I, 97; Hening, Statutes, I, 407, 414, 493. 
64Hening, Statutes, I, 540-541. 
65Ibid., I, 330, 523; II, 81. 
and with the aid of Alley's attorney, :Bartholomew Fowler, 
won his case.66 
From the earliest time, appointment to the office of 
aheritt was in the hands of the governor, with the advice 
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and consent of the Council. County justices had had muah 
influence on the choice until the Act of 1660/61 was passed 
provid.ing that the office should be conferred upon the man 
first in the commission and so devolve upon each justice in 
turn.67 This was the fairest method, because toward the 
close of the century the duties of the sheriff had been so 
augmented that the job became p~sically exhausting and would 
have been too much for one man to handle for years at a time. 
On the other hand, the pecuniary returns from the position 
were high and 1 t was unfair to let one man reap such a bounti-
fUl harvest. 
Each sheriff was sworn in by the justices. In Charles 
City County the oath took this form - •1 doe swear as High 
Sherriffe for Charles City County, that I will duly and truly 
execute all warrants, processes, precepts and mandates to me 
directed, either from the Governour or Councill or from any 
of their lla.Jesties Justices of the Peace in this county; and 
that I will generally act, doe and perform all such matters 
as are incumbent on me as Sherriffe of this County to undertake, 
66county Record, 532. 
67supra, 21; Hening, Statutes, II, 21. 
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without malice, favor, or delay; and that I •ill not exceed 
my fees appointed by Law.•68 Also included in the oath was 
the usual pledge of allegiance to King William and ~ueen Kary, 
and to guard against violation of their law. As the above 
attestation shows, the sheriff, above all else, was a court 
official and most of the work he performed was an executive 
officer ot the General and County Courts. 
Because of the scope ot jurisdiction and the large sums 
ot money handled by this officer, it was required that each 
appointee post a bond as an added incentive to perform his 
duties impartially. In Charles City in 1693 such security 
was requested in the form of one hundred thousand pounds of 
tobacco.69 This sum was to be held in trust tor the incum-
bent until his term of service had ended. If his actions 
in such a responsible position were deemed detrimental to 
the administration of Justice and a threat to the peace of 
mind of the community, the bond was appropriated for county 
improvements. The eize ot the required surety precluded 
the entrance of any middle-class person into the office and 
for many decades the office was in the hands of the wealthy 
planters. 
The indefiniteness of the commission appointing a 
planter as sheriff was responsible for many of them remaining 
6Scounty Record, 220. 
69l.]?!g., 459, 499. 


he was given the less dignified tasks along with the least 
remuneration. However, after he had served his apprentice-
ship in this capacity there was a possibility that he might 
be elevated to one of the better paying offices. 
There were no cases on record in Charles City County 
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from 1688 to 1695 of a sheriff or sub-sheriff being arraigned 
for dereliction of duty. Nevertheless, John Harwood, deputy 
to Sheriff Charles Goodrich in 1690 probably came as close as 
anyone. The justices of Charles City County found it necessary to 
threaten Harwood with a fine of 1349 pounds of tobacco if he 
failed to bring in Ellianore Hodges, a defendant in a suit 
brought by the sheriff. It seems that Harwood had failed on 
a previous occasion and the court did not want a repetition 
of this lapse.74 Apparently the threat had the desired effect, 
for Ellianore Hodges was presented to the next court to answer 
charges. 
As might be expected, the duties of the sheriff were 
numerous. He summoned all the witnesses to court. ordered 
the defendants in a petition to appear to answer the charges 
against them; brought to court those persons who the surveyors 
claimed had failed to keep the roads clear; impanelled all 
grand and petit juries, coroner's juries. escheator'a juries, 
Juries of matrons, juries for the survey of boundaries in 
dispute; and had twelve men read1' to act as jurors during each 
?~County Record, 313. 
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day of court.75 The execution of orders, judgments and 
sentences of the court comprised most of the sheriff's work. 
It was to him that the court entrusted the appearance of a 
defendant at the prearranged time. If' the defendant didn't 
appear at the time his case was up f'or decision, the sheriff 
was culpable. What was more serious, he was compelled to 
pay the court award if the justices had decided in favor of' 
the plaintiff. The swa so paid was not lost to the sheriff, 
for according to the law, he had the right to make an attach-
ment upon the propert1 of the defendant for an amount suffi-
cient to repay htm.76 
Kinisterial discretion of a minor sort, was conferred 
upon the sheriff. This was especially true in the matter of 
attachments and of appraisal. An attachment against a per-
son's property was given usually in cases where there were 
not adequate funds to pay a debt. In such cases the court 
ordered the attachment and instructed the sheriff to take as 
much of the defendant'• property as he believed necessary to 
satisfJ the creditor. Appraisal ot the worth of an estate 
or the damage done thereto by a trespass was accomplished by 
having each interested part1 appoint a qualified man to serve 
on the board. It &DJ one of the parties failed to select 
his member Within the three days allowed, the sheriff was 
75Hening, Statutes, I, 304; Karraker,~ Seventeenth 
Centurz Sheriff'. 
76Hening, Statutes, I, 271-272, 305, 448; II, 62, 79, 169, 
247, 248. 
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authorized to choose for those neglecting to do so. This law 
was first passed in 1642/43 and then repeated in 1657/58 and 
1661/62.77 
Governmental communication between Jamestown and the 
colonies was effected mainly through the efforts of the aher-
i ft. The posting, reading and publication of the orders and 
proclamations tram the capital city was a very important func-
tion of the sheriff. 78 Thia liaison concerned both the poli t-
ical and military aspects of county lite, as well as the 
economic and social. His work in this connection made him 
invaluable to both the county and the c.olonial government at 
Jamestown. Not only was he well informed on conditions in 
his county, as to such matters as crops and the attitude of 
the oolonista, but he was able to apprise the anxious Justices 
of the manner in which their latest petitions, asking tor a 
reduction in their share of the public levy, had been received. 
The part played by the sheriff in county elections pre-
sents an interesting aspect of his duties. He proclaimed the 
election date throughout the county and supervised the prepara-
tion. When the voting had been completed, the sheriff made 
copies of the writs designating the victors and sent one to 
the minister of each parish in his county. Upon the receipt 
77Hening, Statutes, I, 259, 442; II, so. 
78county Record, 447 et passim; Executive Journals .2' ,la! 
Council·.2,l Colonial Virsinia, I, 20. 
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of this abstract, the minister was obliged to read it to 
his congregation on two successive Sundays and then return 
it with his signature to the sheriff.79 Since the laws of 
the colony made church attendance mandatory. it was believed 
that more people would be acquainted with the outcome of the 
election by the above aethod than by using the process of 
publication. 
The most profitaDle of the sheriff's many duties was 
the oolleotion of the poll tax levied by the county for the 
support of county institutions. Ten per cent of the total 
was the legal fee accruing to the sheriff for collecting and 
disbur.sing this revenue. 80 The justices of the county had. 
collected the poll taxes in the earlier years, and it is 
still a question why they did not continue to do so. Perhaps 
one explanation is that as the prestige of their office in-
creased. it seemed to be beneath the dignity of magistrates 
to go from plantation to plantation collecting money. 
At one point in Virginia's history during the seventeenth 
century, a cattle tax was imposed and the sheriff was charged 
with th~s collection.Bl Fees which were due to the clerk of 
the county court also came w'i thin the special authority of the 
79Hening, Statutes, II, 82. 
I 
80Karraker, The Seventeenth Century Sheriff; Haning, 
Statutes, II, 26-27. 
81Hening, Statutes, II, 26-27. 
sheriff and once more he was allowed ten per cent of the 
tota1.a2 J'ines levied. by the county court were paid to the 
aheritt and he then reaitted. them to the Jueticea.83 By an 
Order ot Council dated December 23, 1682, the sheriff wa.e 
ordered to collect all quit-rents. In order to ascertain 
that the 8UDI was paid in full, he was to see the patent or 
the deed of ea.oh landhold.er. When the collection had been 
completed, he waa to submit the list and quit-rents to the 
auditors at Jamestown.84 
Among the other tasks assigned hilll, the aheritf waa to 
make a list ot 'the quantity of land held by the persons in 
hia county, and aubmit this also to the colonial auditors 
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at J•esto1111.85 Thia, au.ppoaedl.y, was to enable the Governor 
and Council to le"Yy the public poll tax with more accuracy 
as well as to determine the land. in each county which could 
be utilized tor graats. 
Besides the above n-.ed d.utiea, the sheriffs in Charles 
City County were required to supervise the condition of the 
prison, aa well ae the various stru.cturea used tor punitive 
purposes. When repairs were needed, it was his Job to see 
that auch were aocom.pliahed imm.ediate17.e6 If it 110 happened 
82Henin1, si1tutes. 143-144. 
831b14 •• 66-67. 
84ExecutiTe Zournals of The Council t11f Colonia:Ji Virsinia, I, 32. - - - - ~.. .. 
e5rbtd.., 177. 
86county Record, 520. 
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that there was an insufficient number of hand a.nd leg-cuffs 
available, the sheriff paid the smith for new ones. At the 
next levy, however, he would be reimbursed.87 Along with 
attention to the maintenance of the prison and associated 
f'unctions, it was the custom for the sheriff to have respon-
sibility for the courthouse. Upon occasion the justices 
ordered him to make or have ma.de sufficient tables and forms 
tor the Jury.88 
The sheriff of a Virginia county in the seventeenth 
century was a vary important personage to wb.QDl was entrusted 
a ~riad of duties. At first glance, it seems that many 
were trivial and needless. But a further study demonstrates 
that each job was assigned to him for a special purpose that 
does not often appear in the records. It was because he had 
so many activities that he was so important to the county. 
A person of little integrity could exploit the possibilities 
and abuse the privileges which were his. In such circum-
stances, the people would have been unnecessarily oppressed. 
Therefore, in order to avoid auoh contingencies, a person of 
recognized character and ability was necessary. The 
shrievalty was invested with as much dignity in Virginia as 
it was in England during the same period. There was but 
one instance in the history of the colony in which the sheriff 
87county Record, 249. 
88.!J!!.S., 289. 
was condemned to the disgrace of a public whipping. This 
occurred at an early period, and the person so arraigned 
demonstrated that he believed the sentence to be unjust by 
a prompt appeal to the General Court.89 
V. The County Clerk 
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The office of the clerk, whose duties did not differ 
substantially from those of modern clerks, was probably coe-
val with the court itself, as the court appears to be one of 
record from its veJ:y inception. From the beginning it would 
appear that it was essential to record the various matters 
discussed during each session and the judgments delivered. 
Since only men of comparative wealth were able to procure an 
education, it is quite likely that the Job was filled by this 
olaes. 
At first, the olerk could only be appointed by the gov-
ernor, but in later years it became the special province of 
the SeoretaJ:y ot the Colony and the clerks in the counties 
were regarded as his deputies. The secretary also had the 
power Qf removal so this made him the object of much atten-
tion by office seekers. Appointments were not made for any 
definite term, bu.t seemed to be revocable at the pleasure 
of the aoloni~l secretary. Under such an arrangement, the 
patronage of the colonial dignitaJ:y was extended and the 
89Bruce, Instit. Histor;y, I, 601. 
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offioe of seoretary became lucrative, for the clerks paid 
him &DDual fees for the privilege of retaining their posi-
tions. These PSt.YDlents were initiated with the first ~larks 
in the colony. Their work had 'Deen done previously by the 
secretary, who received certain financial payments for his 
efforts. This reward was denied him by the creation of the 
office of county clerk, and in order to cQJDpensate him for 
this loss, a definite sum was levied upon the clerks and 
paid to their benefactor each year. 90 Such an a.l'rangement 
would appear to be very satisfactory unless the office of 
clerk was the source of a large income to the incumbents. 
At one time clerks were authorized to practice aa lawyers 
in the respective courts besides collecting their regular 
fees. This was soon declared illegal. Even so, large fees 
were derived from drawing up legal papers tor private cli-
ents.91 Independent of these services, nevertheless, the 
fees which they were peraitted to charge for the ordinary 
duties of clerk were enough to assure them a considerable 
salary. There is no indication given of the various rates 
charged in Charles City County, but it is probable that 
they were commensurate with those charged in otl;ler counties. 
The following figures are for the year 1643. Each clerk 
was empowered to demand eight pounds of tobacco tor every 
90v1rsinia )[agazine Ji!.! History~ Biosraph,y, VIII, 184. 
91Bruce, Inatit. History, I, 590. 
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certificate, deposition, single warrant, or order of the 
court he was called upon to copy. The last item was of no 
small consequence, for in the course of one day's proceedings 
forty or more such orders might be recorded. For a.ny order 
ot execution on an estate, the tee was to be twelve pounds 
ot the same commodity. Later, he was authorized. to ask higher 
fees because of the decline in the price of tobacco. Accord-
ing to an act ot the Assembly passed in 1664, no one was to 
be permitted to examine the court records without the super-
vision of the clerk, unless, of course, a public order 
requested such an inqui:ry.92 Thie regulation was adopted as 
a precaution, and it is probable that no one was allowed to 
acquire an abstract trom the records unless the clerk copied 
it and charged a tee tor his labor. 
Al though the county court was supposed to meet only 
about six times a year, and then only for a few days, it was 
necessary that the county clerk be available the year round. 
This was especially true when each county had erected a court 
house at the site chosen as the perm.anent meeting place. He 
was the custodian of the records ud was constantly being 
asked tor infol"Jllation pertaining to the records or to furnish 
copies.of legal documents. Charles City County was forced 
to exert its authority to make James lfinge, clerk in 1689, 
agree to be available when needed by the people. Kinge had 
92Hening, Statutes, II, 211. 
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been neglectful in the matter of consolidating the county 
records, which were deposited in various places in the county, 
and placing them in the clerk's office in the new court house 
at Westover so that they would be in a central location and 
easily accessible to interested parties. After sevel'li.y repri-
manding him for this delinquency, the court went on to specify 
the times at which he was to be present at his post when the 
court was not in session. :By a court order of April 10, 1689, 
the office of clerk was to be •attended on the eighth and 
ninth days after the close of every court; that the office be 
· open to issue all orders, executions, attachments and other 
matters of that type such as the records of the previous 
court's proceedings; the orders of the court were expected to 
have been recorded by that time; that three ~s, Thursday, 
Fri~ and Satur~, on each of the three weeks preceding the 
court's opening the office be attended to enter actions, 
petitions, to give copies of them, and to do all other matters 
relating to that office1 that this method be continually 
observed and practiced by all future olerks of the county.•93 
It often happened that the clerk combined his official 
position with one o! less honor but more profit. In such cases 
a deputy ·clerk of recognized ability was employed who was able 
carry out the duties of the clerk when the latter's extra-
curricular activities caused him to be absent. The records 
93county Record, 235-240. 
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of the Charles City Court were copies by the deputies during 
the eight year period. This duty was the one assigned them, 
thus leaving the clerk free from this tedious tas~ and in a 
better position to answer the queries of the people during 
the busy days of the court sessions. 
Chapter II 
The Administrative Jurisdiction of the County Court 
The functions of the county tribunal underwent a series 
of changes from the court' a foundation until the end of the 
seventeenth oentury. Originally it was set up to deal with 
the legal business, civil and criminal, which the General 
Court could not manage because of the spread of population. 
It was decided in Karch 1623/24 that the monthly court should 
settle those cases involving sums not to exceed one hundred 
pounds of tobacco in value, and punish all small criminal 
offenses.! Again in 1628/29, these limitations were specified 
and the commissioners forbidden to decide any question involving 
life or limb.2 Five years later the General Assembly estab-
lished ten pounds sterling as the maximum amount upon which 
the monthly court could pass final judgment.3 This meant that 
if the court handled a case involving more than the stipulated 
sum, the defeated litigant could appeal to the General Court 
for a new trial. In cases where the amount involved was ten 
pounds sterling or under, the decision of the monthly court 
was conolusive.4 This provision was extended in 1642 in the 
lHening, Statutes, I, 125, 128. 
21bid., 132. 
3Jbid •• 224. 
4Bruce, Instit. Histo~, I, 542, An act of the Assembly 
in 1661/62 states that the ounty Court could try a case no 
matter how large a sum was involved. Hening, Statutes, II, 65. 
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instructions received by B&rkeley, who succeeded Wyatt ae 
governor in that year. The maximum amount was increased to 
sixteen pounds sterling in 1658.5 Io debt or auit under 
twenty ahillinga was to be heard by the county court. These 
cases were to be settled b,y the justice living closest to 
the creditor. 6 
The proclaaation issued b,y Governor Iicholaon in 1691 
givea a coapreheneive view ot what the Jurisdiction of the 
eounv court actual.17 waa. Ite chief duties were as tollowas 
(1) to entoroe the acta passed tor the conservation of good 
government and peaoe and to punish all violators thereof; 
(2) to arrest all those who threatened or actual.17 assaulted 
the king's aubjectai (3) to J.iapauel Juriea1 (4) to examine 
wttneaaes, take depositions and aettle suits; (5) to carry 
out all the orders of the General Court and proclamations ot 
the Governor and Council, and puniah thoea who violated them; 
(6) to require the clerk to :make a permanent record of the 
Judlaents.7 Under the above broad topics came a nayriad of 
duties all'lost too n1111eroua to mention. 
The general welfare of the people in each county was 
in the hands of the members of the county court. It waa 
their dutJ' to see that all wills were probated and that 
0Hening, Statutes, I, 477. 
6tbid., I, 273. 
7Bruce, Instit. Histor,-, I, 543. 
, 
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administration of the deceased's estate was given to the 
right person. If one ot the members of the community died 
intestate, the court appointed one or two ot the outstanding 
members ot the beach to divide the estate among the various 
parties claiming a ahare. ~u!te otten in such oases the 
person who was the greate1t creditor ot the estate was 
granted its admin!atration.S By far the largest proportion 
ot the duties ot the countJ" courts was ot this nature. How-
ever, there were other responsibilities. 
Buildins and maintaining the road.a •s ot great impor-
·tance at this time. Constant progress weetward and the 
building ot new homes and the staking out of new plantations 
by recent immigrants, or by permanent reeid.ents capitalizing 
on the head-right system., necessitated an ever expanding 
network of roads. Cognizance ot such matters em.powered the 
justices to appoint overseers tor the roads in each section 
of the respective countiea.9 It was the appointees' respon-
sibility to make certain that the roads in the area assigned 
to them. were paaeable and eate in evel'J" respect. Whenever 
they were not, the overseers were to see that repairs were 
111&de .10 This ta•k was a COJllDPnal one, requiring the 
asaiatance of all persona in the vicinity who profited from 
the use of tlle highway. 
Scounty Record, 289 et passim. 
9~ •• 444. 
l0Ibid., 428. 
To 1'1lfill the nee4 tor new roads aurveyore 119re named 
by the court in eaoh oounv and assigned. to the various pre-
cinote.11 It is sate to aay that the aen so chosen were not 
eutfieientl.y equipped to construct a road of any great mag. 
nitude or splendor. Such was not the intent. Rather, they 
were appointed out of respect for their standing in the cam.-
mun! ty. •o highway of m.oden conception waa to be attempted, 
bat merely a clearing through the torest Wide enough for 
horses or a carriage to pass. The surTeyore were to supervise 
the work and their preatige usually enabled thea to get the 
required DUDlber et persona to work on the proJect. In same 
cases one or more of the aen 80 appointed had been Justices 
of the county bench. Thia was the case With llajor J'ohn Stith 
1• J'ebruU')', 168'1/88. At that time, the court d.eemed it 
1mperat1Te that a main road be laid troa Chickahami117 Creek 
to or near Harmon Boa8JD&D'a •inhabitation.• Therefore, the 
court empowered the said JlaJor Stith to •ewaon ever,y iadiTid-
ual and illhabi tant and housekeeper on the :R'orth aide of the 
lames River in this County (Charles City) according to the 
numbers of tythablea he hath in hia family to eend his pro .. 
portionable assistance to clear• the deaired laad.12 Thia 
was to be due between certain tiae limits eatabliahed by 
the court, and upon completion J[aJor Stith was to report to 
llCounty Record, 482. 
12.D.1! •• 108. 
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plantations were built along such streams and rivers and 
each had its own boat dock and loading platform. For most 
people, the condition of the creeks and rivers was more 
important than that of the roads, because the former offered 
an easier and faster method of travel and was more essential 
tor business. In order to keep the waterways clear and 
accessible the county court appointed surveyors for the 
creeks.15 These men were usually of the same caliber as 
their counterparts for the roads and the work was much the 
same, except in a different element. After heavy storms, the 
passage of boats was often hindered by tree branches, logs 
and other such impediments, thus obstructing the commercial 
and social intercourse of the colony. It was usually the 
custom tor the burgesses in the outlying districts to travel 
by water to Jamestown so the maintenance of clear water•8"V• 
took on an added and important aspect. Im,ped.ing the legal 
machinery wa.s not to be countenanced by the General Assembly 
or the county courta. 
Often the court was asked to set a value upon structures 
erected for the private use of individuals or for the welfare 
of the people of the county as a whole. In such matters the 
county -court appointed two or more men to act as the board of 
appraisal. On August 5, 1695 Henry Wycke and John Wall 
reported to the court of Charles City County their estimate 
l5county Record, 499. 
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ot a house built for Kr.- Edward Chilton by Henry King as 
being worth six hundred pounds of tobacco and coats.16 Thie 
was immediately paid by Kr. Chilton to the builder.17 By 
acting as arbiters in such situations the members of the 
county bench were enabled to encourage good workmanship and 
to assurP. adequate reimbursement. Ken best acquainted with 
the type of work to be appraised were appointed and had to 
be acceptable to both parties involved before they could 
begin. That the men chosen to evaluate property were usually 
fair in their judgments was proved by the fact that no appeal 
was made from their decisions in Charles City County from 
1687/88 to 1695. 
When structures such as bridges had' been built by public 
authority for the convenience of one or more counties, it 
was the court procedure to delegate certain eminent men in 
the community, familiar with the agreement under which the 
structure had been built, to examine the completed project 
with a like group from the other county or counties. If all 
had been done according to'specificationa, the bridge was 
accepted by each delegation in the name of the county which 
it represented.18 If a point of disagreement arose over the 
manner of construction, or if conspicuous details were 
16county Record, 583. 
17Ibid 
-· 
18Ibid.. 570. 
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No satisfactory agreement resulted from this meeting. There-
fore, the Charles City bench agreed to the proposal of Surry 
to place the matter before the Gove~or and Council at 
Jamestown and abide by their_decision.21 Accordingly, on 
Kay 23, 1689, James Hinge was ordered by Charles City to 
run the line separating that county from Surry in conformance 
with the order ot the Governor and Council, dated April 24, 
1689.22 The line was finally run on September 19, 1689, a 
year after the first oTertures had been made.23 
An act of the Assembly, dated September 10, 1664, had 
specified the boundary line that should divide ~ames City 
and Charles City counties. over twenty-three years later 
arrangements were made by the courts of both counties to 
carry out the provisions ot the aot.24 
On November 10, 1691, the final details were completed 
for the boundary line between Charles City and Henrico 
counties.25 Heretofore, the rather ill-defined bounds had 
been thought adequate for the purposes at hand. However, 
the oonstant granting of new lands in the various counties, 
especially the western ones, necessitated definite limits 
2lcounty Record, 157. 
22Ibid 
-·· 
216. 
23Ib!g., 228. 
24!bid., 168. 
25Ibid 
-·· 
369. 
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to avoid confusion and overlapping of grants. An equitable 
distribution of the various taxes also made more definite 
boundaries highly desirable. Jealousies and poli ticalna.neu-
vering among the counties had prevented any concerted effort 
for a final settlement prior to this time. Fearful lest an 
arrangement inimical to their vested interests be made, the 
parties involved held aloof until the pressure of the times 
forced a settlement upon them. 
Even as today, the ordinary (tavern) played a conspic-
uous part in the social life of the colony. It was here that 
many of the Justices gathered to talk about the day's pro-
ceedings over their favorite drinks, rum or brandy punch, 
madeira or Franch wines. Licenses to operate such public 
places were obtained from the justices, some of whom owned 
taverns. Colonel Edward Hill, one of the foremost men in 
Virginia, county justice and burgess, was given a license to 
operate a tavern at Westover for twenty-one years dating 
from February 4, 1672.26 In exercising complete control over 
these inns, it was the court's desire to place them in the 
hands of reputable men in order to keep rowdiness at a mini-
mum. John Everett, an able lawyer of the.day, was given a 
license by the court of Charles City, as was James Marrier 
by the same bod;y.27 Both of these men were highly respected 
26county Record, 143. 
27~ •• 243, 499. 
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in the community, and it was doubtless expected that they 
would maintain decorum in their establishments. Not only 
did the county courts issue the licenses to operate ordin-
aries, but they also set the prices on the various beverages 
dispensed.28 Though standards for judgment are lacking, it 
is still safe to venture that the prices charged in Charles 
City County were commensurate with those of other counties. 
Some of the most influential men were operators of such 
establishments, and the prices agreed upon must have insured 
a fair profit. 
Corn had always been one of the staple crops in Virginia 
and was the chief food in many homes. 'The ground product was 
the most useful form, and consequently the colony was an.xious 
to encourage and aid the building of grist mills. By the 
third act of Assembly in the year 1667, it was provided that 
•where any person hath land on the one side of a creeke where 
a conveniency offers for the building of a mill and the pro. 
prietor of the land opposite to such conveniency on the other 
side of oreeke refuse to sell for the purpose aforesaid that 
then the County Court upon the request of the party so refused 
shall • • • possess h'im with a proportionable part of such 
opposite land as may be fit for the building a water mill 
thereon."29 The county agency was zealous in its attempt to 
uphold the law, and it was invoked on several occasions in 
28county Record, 453. 
291R!.S., 200; Virginia KagazinA .2! HistoFY .!:.!!.!! Biography, 
x, 147. 
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Charles City County tram. 1688 to 1695. On April 3, 1689, 
John Taylor was granted the right to purchase the necessary 
land lying in the estate ot llr. Wallis to build his water 
dam..30 William Wilkens was awarded the same privilege, on 
October 3, 1692. In this case one acre of land belonging 
to John Wall was to be appraised by two persons appointed by 
the court. William Wilkens then paid the price agreed upon 
by the two appointees and began to erect his JD.ill. 31 
In cases ot fugitive debtors, the procedure was for the 
court to order the creditor{s) to seize as muoh of the 
debtor's goods as would satiaf)" the debt. The material so 
appropriated was to be appraised by persona chosen by the 
justioes.32 If they deemed the amount sufficient, the case 
was closed. If' not, and the debtor was devoid of further 
estate, the •hue and cry• was often initiated to eX,pedite the 
return of tht!t miscreant to receive punishment. The number of 
such debt evaders was exceedingly small in those days. This 
was not due so much to the intrequency or siae ot debts, but 
rather to the social ostracism and public humiliation which 
would result fram. such action. In most cases obligations were 
made1 and repaid with no legal pressure applied. 
Taxes imposed by the General Assembly, county court and 
30county Record, 200. 
31Ibid., 423. 
32Ibid., 461. 
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parish were in the form of poll taxes levied according to 
the number of tithables a free man had in his household. 
Since servants and slaves were regarded as tithables when 
fourteen years of age (twelve years old in some cases)' it 
was necessary for.the county court to know the ages of the 
slaves and servants within its bounds. It was necessary for 
the magistrates to adjudge the age of each person in the 
above categqry, and complete records of the slaves' ages, as 
well as the time they entered the colony, were kept.33 In 
this manner no opportunity was given to conceal a tithable 
and thus. reduce an individual's tax. 
As has been mentioned previously, the county court was 
established to care for the welfare of its people, as well 
as to punish those guilty of misdemeanors. The former aspect 
is best exemplified in the matter of orphans in the colony. 
The colonial fathers seem to have manifested a sincere and 
kindly interest in their wards. The county court was referred 
to as the "Father of Orphans.n34 The title was appropriate, 
and particularly so in Charles County. Upon the death of a 
child's parents, the orphan, lacking means of support, became 
a ward of the court. If the child were fourteen years old or 
over, he was permitted to choose his own guardian. 35 The 
person so chosen would then agree to maintain the orphan to 
33county Record, 144. 
34ll!.S., 336. 
35Ibid., 145. 
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the best- ot his ability, to educate him in the tundamentals 
ot lea.ming, such as reading and writing, it the guardian 
himself were acquainted •1th these DIJ&teries, to teach him 
a trade, and to care tor hilll, generally, in the best manner 
possible. When the orphan reaohed the age ot twenty.one 
years, he •• to be l'eleased from the agreement and. was free 
to do aa he pleased. At the time ot his release, he waa to 
receive tr• this guardian corn and clothes, a cow with,.:cal:f' 
or oalt b,y hel' aide, and a ritle.36 It the ward were a girl, 
when she oame ot age ahe waa to receive the aam.e items, with 
the exoeption ot the ritle. In ita stead, a so• and pigs 
usually were aubstituted.37 
In acm.e instances involving the binding ot orphans to 
either traders or planters, the guardian was direoted by the 
court to assume that eh.are ot the estate rightfully belonging 
to the orphan. Thia was to l»e used in any m&Dner which the 
gu&zid1an believed beat or held in tnet, but when the orphan 
came ot age, his estate •• to be delivered to him when he 
so desire4.38 This waa not the general rule, however. OD 
October 3, 1690, the court bound out the two sons ot Jam.es 
Kuntord, deceased. Robe~t waa bound to Xr. Richard Bland 
and Edward to Kr. Anthony Wyatt. In the tornaer oa1e, Richard 
Bland was to receive his ward's share ot the aetate of Jam.ea 
36county Record, 46B. 
371J'!ii., 468. 
38lJ'Ua.i., 309. 
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Kun!ord, to be returned to Robert Kunford when lawfully 
demanded. Edward Kun!ord's share was to "remain as lately 
sequestered by those gentlemen appointed to apportion and 
diTide those estatea.•39 In moat caaea the county court held 
the leaaoy in trust until the orphan oame o! aae. 
Ken o! high standing in the cGlllDIUDities were inTariably 
the ones chosen as pardians. In this category were the 
tradesm.en and the planters. Bo case is on record in Charles 
City County !or the years 1688 to 1695 in which &JJY person 
refused to accept hia charge when he waa either chosen by the 
orphan or asked by the court. Interdependence was the keynote 
in that society, and most o! the people were willing to share 
their prosperity with others less fortunate. The Justices 
were especially zealous in their desire to place the orphans 
w1 th those who could do the moat good !or them. Elizabeth 
Pluckrose, an orphan, was the object of much Judicial delibera-
tion on June 3, 1690. It was finally decided that she should 
remain •1th Charles Goodrich until the August court. At that 
time the court reaolTed to take special care in her disposal 
and wanted to bind her to persona who would be kind to her.40 
Once the terms o! guardianship had been arranged, the 
court did not omaaider the matter closed. Aa· early as 1642 
an act o! the Assembly was passed which required all guardians 
of orphans and their estates to report at least once a year 
39county Record. 
40Ibid., 285. 
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to the county court on the present condition of the property 
and persons in their charge and what had been done with them 
during the previous twelve months. 41 Ample notice was given 
by the justices prior to the meeting of the Orpha.n's Court, 
and the sheriff proclaimed it throughout the county so that 
all those who had orphans or their estates under supervision 
would have no excuse for failing to attend court at the desig-
nated time with a statement of the manner in which they had 
performed their trust since the last court convened.42 The 
orphans themselves were often ordered to be brought before 
the justices so that their condition might. be seen at first 
hand. When the order was not carried out, the person who 
disobeyed was fined three hundred pounds of tobacco.43 Kost 
of the agreements entered into on the part of the guardian 
charged him to treat the ward well and to educate him as 
much as possible. The Orphan's Court was to ascertain whether 
the provisions had been executed. At the beginning of the 
period of service the person so bound might have been ill. 
This made it incumbent upon the tutor to aid and, if possible, 
cure the sickness. Robert Halone, an orphan, chose Samuel 
Totem, as his guardian on August 3, 1688. Totem accepted the 
responsibility and stated that he would endeavor to try to 
41Hening, Statutes, I, 261. 
42Ibid.; County Record, 355 et passim. 
43county Record, 507. 
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•cure the boy's head."44 Undoubtedly, this was a task of 
greater magnitude than that ordinarily undertaken, but Totem. 
apparently did his beat for Robert llalone, there being no 
tllrther mention of the affair in the period trom 1688 to 1695. 
ETen though eare waa exercised in the manner of place-
ment, sometimes unfortunate ciroumstancee developed. Some 
of the guardians were particularly desirous of obtaining the 
estates of orphans, and when this was accomplished, dropped 
the role of benefactor, and failed to carry oat the provisions 
of the agreement. Such delinquents were punished by a deprival 
of the use ot the estate and the orphan was placed with a more 
reliable individua1.45 Charges of neglect and misuse were 
often placed by the orphans themselves. The court took immedi-
ate action and ordered both the plaintiff and defendant into 
court to detenaiae the truth of the petitions. Censure of the 
protectors was the punishment it the complaint were not of too 
great importance, but repeated violations called tor the more 
drastic action of loss of ouatod1'.«> This does not seem of 
great im.port today, but the failure to discharge a public 
trust at that early time was deemed a heinous crime. Such 
action not only served to bring the disapprobation of the 
comm.unity upon the violator, but also deprived him of a source 
44county Record, 147. 
45.1.l'd.i. , 539. 
46Ibid., 123, 149, 419 .tl, aaas&m. 
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ot labor, tor moat of the contracts as sometimes happened, 
were articles ot indenture tor the specified period. Attempts 
were made to keep the ward after the required number of years 
had expired, but the oourt kept close touch with the necessary 
records, and it is doubtful if many ••ooeeded. liven if the 
juaticee were re.miss in such duty, the petition ot the person 
\ 
so held woUldl8sufficient to bear investigation and the real 
tacts would be ascertaioed. 
Interest of the oounty court in such :matters did not stop 
at the county line if an orphan, formerly of Charles City 
County, had moved with his guardian to another o ounty. Stephen 
Sam.son was ordered "b7' the Charles City County court on 
September 16, 1695, to address himself to the court in Henrico 
Count7. The purpose of this visit was to determine whether 
u.ple care and guidance had been made there tor Kary :Booth, 
an orphan who had rAcently removed to Henrico County frQJ'.11 
Charles City Oounty.47 
Jurisdiction ot the county court extended to others to 
whom material prosperity was denied •. These included the 
children of improvident and indigent parents. The usual 
custoa in such cases wae to place the children, With the con-
sent of the parents, as apprentices in some trade until they 
• , 
had raaohed the age ot twenty-one, at which time they were 
to be tree to enjoy the fruits of their own labor.•8 - They, 
47county Record, 589. 
48Ibid., 457. 
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too, were to receive corn, clothes, oow and calf, a rifle 
and, in some cases, a sow and pige.49 Illegitimate children 
were bo~d out b.Y the court tor varying periods of indentures 
witJ:l the age of freedom. plaoed at trom. twenty.toar years 
upwards. 00 Kr. Philip A. Bruce, eminent Virginia historian, 
atatea that the churchwardens were empowered to bind out, 
until he was thirty years of age, every illegitimate child 
unprovided tor.51 In same cases, private arrangements were 
ma.de tor the care of such a child. Thus, Thomas Blighton 
paid John Jones two hUDdred pounds ot tobacco in August 1689 
for keeping the child of his servant woman for eight montha. 52 
Generally speaking, it may be said that it was the duty 
of the county to proTide succor in all cases where extreme 
poverty was involved. The aged pauper was as much dependent 
upon its good otfioea as were the orpha.Ds or poverty-stricken 
children. Som.e of the more weal~ ooloniste had established 
a fund in som.e ot the pariehe• which maintained the helpless 
poor, but the number ot such parishes wa.a extremely small. 
Because there waa no &lmahous~ in Charles City County, the 
pauper was cared tor, either at private or coUDty expense, 
49county Record, 127, 217, 457. 
50Ib1d., 224. 
51Bruce, Instit. Historz, I, 85. 
52county Record, 224. 
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at the home of some citizen willing to board him at a 
stipulated sum agreed upon beforehand. Such was the arrange-
ment under whioh Alice Jowp, "a poore woman," spent her 
remaining days at the home of Robert Williams. Her benefactor 
was awarded three hundred pounds of tobacco for sustaining 
her and burying her when she died.53 Kore often the compen-
sation to the poor and infirm assumed the form of ex@..mption 
from the public or county levy. This assistance was tendered 
to a Negro woman, Karia, on June 4, 1688, she "being old and 
past her labour.•54 John Duell, on September 16, 1689, peti-
tioned the court that he be levy free for the future.55 The 
court granted this request, apparently agreeing with him 
that he was "an antiennt, poore, impotent person.• 56 Like 
treatment was accorded Abraham Heath,57 Hugh Evana,58 William. 
Kilton,59 John Tucker60 and Andrew Trise11.6l These requests 
were granted on the basis of reports from the various parishes 
53county Record, 555. 
54Ibid 
-·· 
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55Jbid _., 242. 
561bid 
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in which each of the above resided. Because of the court's 
efforts to be fair and even to favor the impoverished, there 
were some attempts to use poverty as an excuse for evading 
the various levies. Thomas King made a petition for exemption 
in the August court in 1688. It was cast out by the justices, 
who had confirmed the fact that the said Thomas King had suf-
ficient estate to undergo the levies.62 Their good offices 
were not to be imposed upon by lazy people. 
Prior to 1623, there seP.ms to have been no definite 
system of taxation employed by the London Company. This 
included the memorable year 1619 when the first Assembly met 
and self-government began. Down to 1618 the colony was really 
one great plantation run by the Company and supported by con-
tributions from that body. This included the salaries of the 
Governor and Council, and other officials. It was hoped that 
the colonial venture would soon repay their efforts and 
remove this burden from the Company. In 1618, the corporation 
provided for the permanent relief of the inhabitants from 
public taxation by assigning to the various important govern-
ment officials vast tracts of fertile and conveniently located 
land. This land was to provide the necessary support for each 
of the officers, thus negating the necessity of a tax for 
thei~· support.63 Such halcyon days were numbered, however, 
62county Record, 145. 
63virginia Jlagazine ~History,!!!.!! Biograp}ly, II, 155. 
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because of the Indian menace, if for no other reason. After 
the unfortunate massacre in 1622, which decimated the ranks 
of the colonists, it was deemed expedient to provide some 
adequate defense measures. Therefore, in 1623, it was ordered 
that every citizen who failed to contribute to the work on 
the fort, either by working.him.self or by providing a substi-
tute, was to be fined five pounds of tobacco for himself and 
each of his servants. A short time later, the sum of ten 
pounds of tobacco was levied on each titbable sixteen years of 
age or more for the purpose of raising and maintaining a suf-
ficient force to harass the Indians and prevent a repetition 
of the massacre of 1622.64 
As the problem of taxation came more and more in evidence, 
th~ people and their representatives became apprehensive about 
the Governor's intentions. For this reason a law was passed 
by the Generai Assembly in the early years of the colony and 
then repassed again as late as 1645. The act stated that no 
governor was to leYy a tax on the public lands or commodities 
of the people unless expressly authorized by the House of 
:Burgesses and Council. The money so appropriated was to be 
expended in the manner decreed by these two legislative bodies. 66 
When the colony surrendered to the Commonwealth in 1651, 
it was stipulated in the surrender terms that no tax custom 
64Hening, Statutes, I, 127, 128. 
65virsinia Kagazine 2.f.. History.!!!.!! Biosrapb;y, II, 66. 
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or imposition ot any kind be levied on Virginia without the 
consent ot the General Assembly.66 During the period immedi-
ately after this, the Governor and Council were still without 
the power to levy taxes of their own volition. When they 
assumed this unauthorized power later, it was done, apparently, 
under a general authority which had been given them. In 1655 
Governor Digges issued a proclamation ordering the counties 
to lay a levy of ten pounds of tobacco on every tithable living 
within their respective limits.67 This was without the consent 
of the Assembly, for the redoubtable governor thought it would 
entail too great an ex;pense on the colonists to convene the 
Assemb!y. Five years later, the Governor and Council were 
authorized by the Assembly to lay and proportion the levy for 
the following year. The grant in this case was to eliminate 
the cost of calling the Assembly, whiah exceeded all other 
public costs combined. It was provided in the act for an early 
termination of this power, three years or before, if the 
Assembly met in .the interim. The continued desire to avoid 
excessive expenditures caused the law to be renewed.68 
Given the power to lay taxes subject to certain restric-
tions of the Assembly, the Governor and Council tried to gain 
the sole right to this power. Berkel.ey attempted this in 
66Bruce, Instit. History, II, 524. 
67Ibid 
-· 
68Hening, Statutes, II, 24, 85. 
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1666, but his plan was rejected by the Assembly and he and 
the Council ware forced to acknowledge the supremacy of the 
Assembly on this ~ital issue. 69 Berkeley's successors made 
the same efforts, but were repulsed in each case. Governors 
Howard and Andros, in 1685 and 1691/92, were backed in their 
appeal by an order of the English Board ot Trade and Planta-
tions. 70 Even this was of no avail. The House of :Burgesses 
stoutly maintained that there should be no taxation of the 
people save by their own representatives. In this they 
heralded the battle cry of the next century. The people's 
representatives were determined in their stand to keep this 
phase of legislation from the hands of unscrupulous persons 
who would use the power for their own nefarious purposes. 
It is highly probable that an overt act on the part of the 
mother countr,- or the colonial Governor and Council to force 
the citizens of Virginia to submit to unfavorable or qppree-
sive taxation would have precipitated a situation in the 
seventeenth century comparable to that which arose in the 
next century as a result of the Grenville and Townshend 
policies. 
There were three types of taxes laid in the colony of 
Virginia in the years trca 1688 to 1695; the parish, public 
and county levies. The first was laid by the vestry of each 
69Jrening, Statutes, 254. 
70Bruce, Instit. Histor;y, II, 527. 
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parish in the county and was used for general church repairs. 
building new churches and paying the salaries of parish offi-
cials. The public levy was laid by the General Assembly and 
it was appropriated to pay the running expenses of the central 
government, such as the salaries of the Governor and Council 
a.nd fees of the clerks of the General Assembly. The third 
type was levied by the Justices of the county court. The 
sum .so obtained in Charles City County was used for such pur. 
poses as paying the salaries of the county officials (except 
the Justices, who received none), paying the bounties on 
wolves, keeping the various bridges in repair, maintenance 
of the ferry, reimbursing those who ma.inta.ined insolvents, 
paying burgess' sa.la.ries, maintenance of the prison and the 
building of stocks and pillories, putting irons on prisoners, 
and reimbursing those who rowed the burgesses to court.71 
This is by no means a complete list of the items for which 
the county le't'y was expended, but it gives a picture of the 
diversified purposes for which the tax was used. 
Each of the levies was raised by the poll tax. That 
meant tha.t each titbable in the county was taxed equally. 
There was no tax on land at this time, for it wa.s felt that 
the quit-rent served the purpose well. Internal trade was 
free from direct taxation, but there was an eXport tax of 
two shillings a hogshead placed on all tobacco shipped from 
7lcounty Record, 167. 
the colony. It was believed that livestock was held too 
insecurely to permit a tax.72 However, experiments with 
taxation on land, trade and livestock were made. In 1645 
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an act ot the Assembly increased the scope of taxation to 
include all torms of visible property. This law was put 
into force because it was felt that the system of the poll 
tax then in use was particularly burdensome to those of 
small tinaucial income.73 The Indian wars and the attendant 
expenses incurred were the reasons for the extension ot the 
tax to property. It was meant to be a temporary expedient 
and the property tax was repealed in 1648 and the poll tax 
alone was retained.74 
There had been many protestations against the iniquity 
of the poll tax, for it seemed to overburden the people at 
large. The General Assembly, which met during the period 
of the Conaonwealth, agreed with this idea, but did not want 
to place all the burden upon the large landowners. Therefore, 
they lowered the poll tax by placing a duty of two shillings 
on each hogshead of tobacco exported from the colony.75 The 
poll tax remained in operation throughout the seventeenth 
century. As time progressed, the tax on the tithables on 
72Bruce, Inatit. History, II, 540. 
73Jrening, Statutas, I, 306. 
74Ibid., 356 • 
............. 
75Ibid., I, 356, 491; II, 133. 
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each estate, who were mostly negroes in the latter decades, 
placed the greater proportion of the public burden on the 
large planter. As he brought more and more acres under 
cultivation it was natural that he needed a larger labor 
force. Negroes were becoming easire to obtain and finally 
the number of slaves a man possessed became a barometer of 
his financial status. The more slaves he had, however, the 
greater was his contribution to the various levies. 
The first poll tax was introduced in 1623. At that time 
a tax was imposed on every •planter• eighteen years of age 
or over. This was later reduced-to sixteen years of age. 
In 1661/62 an act was passed which provided that all white 
males entering the colony after this date were to be subject 
to the county levies; Negro slaves above sixteen years of 
age imported into Virginia also were to be ooUDted in the 
levy; Christian children of the natives of the colony were 
to be included when they reached the age of sixteen; the 
same applied to the children of freemen, who entered the 
colony before or after the birth of their children; Indian 
servants were excluded from liability until they, too, 
became sixteen years of age.76 In 1662, an act provided 
that all women who worked in the fields should be reported 
as tithable.77 It came within the jurisdiction of the 
76Hening, Statutes, I, 454; II, 84. 
77~., II, 170. 
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county court to ascertain whether each woman, regardless of 
the task assigned her by the master, came within this cate-
gory. 78 Each emancipated Negro woman was required to pay 
the poll tax.79 By an act of 1680, it was decreed th.at Negro 
children would be considered tithable when .they had reached 
the age of twelve while no imported white sertant was to be 
taxed until he had passed his fourteenth birthday.BO At the 
close of the century, the persons regarded as tithables were 
all white males, sixteen years old or over; white women who 
worked in the fields; and all slaves both male and female, 
who, if born in Virginia were twelve years old, or if imported, 
fourteen. 81 
Ta.king the list of tith.ables in each county was a highly 
important job and was entrusted to those of good reputation. 
It was ordered in 1646 that able and judicious persons be 
appointed to take up the lists, which were then to be forwarded 
to the Secretary of the Colony at Jam.estown.82 In th.is man-
ner the burgesses were able to maintain a thorough knowledge 
of the taxable basis of the colony. This method was altered 
in 1657/58, when the head of each household was authorized to 
'Biiening, Statutes, II, 187 
79Ibid., I, 267. 
80Ibid., II, 480. 
81Bruce, II, 550, Instit. History. 
82nening, Statutes, I, 306, 329. 
oertit) the num.ber ot tit.hables in hie care. Thie list was 
to be made out in June and given to the clerk ot the county 
court so that an acouate total aight be compiled and the 
tax apportioned·tor the fall levy.83 Too aaay taaily heads 
ahowed a proclivity to disregard the rules of additions the 
la• was repealed and the sheriff of eaoh coU11ty n.a then 
em.powered to list those persons liable to the poll tu:. 84 
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As this was too great a task for the sheriff, in the latter 
decades of the seventeenth. century, the Justices, themselves, 
were entruate.d Yi th the Job of :making the tax list. 
" 
In most cases the public levy waa SJl&ller than that of 
the 00U11ty levy. Thia was a more desirable situation than 
to have the burden reversed. The people were well acquainted 
with the use of the county levy and often shared in its divi-
•ion. But the mysteries that enveloped the disposal of the 
public levy, though often for their own benefit, negated the 
possibility of a large increase tor colonial purposes. 
There are Bl&rl7 who atteiapt to circumvent the pa.,yment of 
taxes by subtertu.gea ot various d.eacriptions. In colonial 
times this took the fona of concealing tithables. Thia 
would appear to be a relatively easy matter, inasmuch as it 
merely entailed the falsification ot the report of the number 
ot taxable pereona ia one's household. P8rsons with large 
83Hening, §'9t,t1tes, I, '54. 
84tbid., 521. 
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estates and many slaves and servants might seem to be in 
an advantageous position to defraud the local government. 
However, in practice, it was very difficult, for the justices 
and the people were constantly guarding against such a. con-
tiugenci. In ma.king the county levy, a list of the county 
creditors and the amount due to each wa.s drawn up; the number 
of titha.bles was then divided into the total amount and the 
result was the aha.re each tithable should bear when the levy 
was collected. The more persons there were who were liable 
in the levy, the less the proportionate share of each. There-
fore, any concealing of tithablea worked a hardship on the 
people as a whole. It was not unnatural for the colonists to 
try to thwart such attempts to defraud. After the lists had 
been ta.ken, they were posted in a public place for the express 
purpose of letting the inhabitants check the lists themselves 
in an effort to determine if any errors had been made through 
omission. John Unite had endeavored to conceal a tithable 
accountable to him, but Captain :Batt informed the Charles City 
County court of this violation on August 3, 1692.85 Thomas 
Cotton of the same county apparently was well acquainted with 
the taxable bases of many households, for on April 3, 1694, 
he informed the court of seven prominent men who had concealed 
tithablee.86 The status of such informers was in no way 
8°county Record, 414. 
86rbid., 495. 
ill.paired, tor exposure was regarded as a public duty and 
designed to proteat the best interests ot the citizens. 
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over a span ot eight years, trom 1688 to 1695, the 
annual levy laid by the Charles City County court varied from 
a high of sixty-two pounds ot tobacco per poll in 1688, 
caused by the erection ot the courthouse, to the low point 
ot seventeen in the years 1690 and 1694.87 The number ot 
tithables increased during this period trom nine hundred 
and fifty-seven in 1688 to one thousand one hundred and thirty 
by 1695.88 An increase ot one hundred and seventy.three per-
• 
sons in eight years cannot be considered rapid growth, but it 
must be remembered that Charles City County was one ot the 
western-most counties at this time, and many ot the aspects 
ot a luxurious life were lacking. This acted as a deterrent 
to wholesale immigration. It was not until later, when the 
necessity tor new land became the dominant isaue, that the 
interior became the scene ot rapid growth. 
'l'he items which seemed to be so prominent in the list 
ot county debts were the bounties paid on wolves killed by 
the inhabitants and the salaries paid to burgesses. These 
were usually the largest debts listed in the levy. In the 
assessment laid in 1691 bounties tor wolves totaling four 
thousand eight hundred pounds of _tobacco were paid, while 
87county Reoord, 167, 317, 638. 
88Ibid., 167, 595. 
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in 1693 the sum was seven thousand one hundred pounds of 
tobacco.89 Two years later, only three thousand one hundred 
pounds of tobacco were expended for that purpose.90 When the 
county had only two burgesses, the tax burden for their sal-
aries was not so heavy. But in 1693, Charles City County had 
four. The total expenditure for their salaries and transpor-
tation to Jamestown was twenty-two thousand eight hundred 
and forty pounds of tobacco. 91 Truly, the cost to the people 
for the convening of the Assembly was greater than all other 
public charges combined. 
The levy was laid in the autumn of each year, either in 
October or Bovember. For the sake of convenience the county, 
·,,,_. 
parish and public assessments were collected at the same time, 
but ~ach account was kept separate. The rate at which tobacco 
was to be valued in the apportionment of taxes varied from 
time to time, b\:lt was based upon the current prices prevailing 
in English markets. As the production of this cQllllllodity 
increased, the value was correspondingly lowered. For example, 
in 1619, the best grade of tobacco was sold for three shillings 
a pound and·the lowest grade went for one shilling sixpence. 
A deeline of two shillings a pound occurred in the mean price 
for both grades by 1645, and in 1661 the price had further 
89county Record, 371, 481. 
90Ib1d., 59!.l. 
91Ibid., 481. 
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shrunk to twopence. Twenty.one years later a pound of the 
finest tobacco sold for twopence. but if of inferior quality, 
one penny was the standard.92 Collection of the taxes and 
payment of the county,debte was a task of considerable 
importance and magnitude. and required a person ot author! ty 
to aoc•plish it. In the year~ prior to 1647 it had been 
the usual cu.atom tor the sheriffs of each county to undertake 
this work. However, it eoon became evident that many counties 
were so Wide in area and the claims on the sheriff's time were 
so DUllleroua that he was unable to show the neoese&rJ' dispatch 
and exactitude in collecting public taxes. Thie impaired the 
public credit ae •isht be eXpected, tor delinquencies were 
seldom.investigated. It was decided in 164? that special oom.-
misstonere should be given the bu.rd.en. They were to have the 
same powers that the sheriff had 111 such matters, and they, 
too, were to,make reports to the Justices of their respective 
COUDties.93 
An act of Assembly in 16?1 directed the sheriffs to sub-
mi t full accounts of their collections to the county court. 
By that time they must have resumed their f'ol.'lD.er task.94 it 
was not definitely specified bJ la• that either the sheriff 
or the apeoial ccmmissioner should collect the tax. Throughout . 
92Hening, Stetutee, I, 316; II, 99, b06. 
93Igid., I, 342. 
94tbid., II, 292. 
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the colony there was divergence on this point. Upon occasion 
the justices asSUllled the responsibility, but in Charles City 
County, the sheriff did it exclusively tro.m. 1688 to 1695. 
Bacon's Aasambly, which convened in 1676, passed a la~ provid-
ing that county courts could appoint special collectors of the 
county duea.95 Although many ot this Assembly's laws were 
repealed after the Rebellion had been suppressed, this one 
raaained. iD·' etf'ect until the continued sniping ot the gover-
nors, eapeciall.1' Herbert Jettreya, oaused its repeal. It was 
. felt that to deprive the sheriffs ot the lucrative task of 
tax collecting was unfair, tor thia wae ot great pecuniary 
importance to them and one ot the main reasons w!v' responsible 
men acoepted the position. In the latter decades ot the 
seventeenth oent~ry the sheriff was collecting tax.ea, not 
beoause thia aethod waa more etfio1ent, but because it afforded 
an increase in the income of that officer. The sheriff not 
only collected the tobacco due from. the head ot each household, 
but went one step tu.rther and paid to each county creditor 
the amount due him and then reported to the Justices a record 
ot his colleotions and 4is'bursam.ents for that particular levy. 
The ta:qa imposed by Oha.rles City County had been subject 
to unfair criticism. by the citizenry of that district in 
April, 1688. Taking cognizance of the charge that the taxes 
so placed were too burdensome, the justices decried such 
95Hening, Statutes, II, 358. 
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oorments b,y aay1ng that their nature was to foment •mutiny 
and rebellion in the county against the government.•96 By 
way of forestalling further derogatory statements pertaining 
to the administration of county gova:rmaent the court declared 
that henceforth every levy assessed by that body would be 
•set up at the oourte door, that if any person be disaatisryed, 
the oourte JD..a7 give their reasons for soe doing.• 97 It was 
also enacted at the eaae time tba t no levy be made in the 
county unless six of the juatioea were present at the making 
thereot. Those just1oea who were absent on the appointed day 
were to be fined according to law, unless aiok:nesa preTented 
their presence. Thia waa the only excuse aoceptable.98 Such 
com.plaints as those registered against the Charles City court 
had. their counterparts in the other Virginia counties, but 
the immediate action ta.ken to reme~ the situation precluded 
the neoessiti of precipitate measures on the part of the people. 
Baoon•a Rebellion in 1676 had its roots in the Indian question, 
but the final effect was to bring about remedial measures 
touching all points of governmental administration, and certain 
aspects of the tax system were revised. These provisions were 
repealed, tor the most part, shortly after the improvised rebel 
&l'JIY' had been defeated, with little or no comment tram 'the 
96county Record, 119-120. 
97Iltid 
-· 
98
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freemen. Generally speaking, the system of the levies was 
probably the most equitable that could have been devised for 
the maintanance of the government. 
As in their relationship with the freemen, so in their 
relationship with the servants, the county court was quite 
impartial and honest. It seems that the servant class was 
given every opportunity to brinf?; its suits before the com-
missioners, who usually decided th~.m on their merits. Rigid 
class lines had not become established at this time, and a 
man was judged, to a large degree, upon his own worth. 
The time of the arrival of each servant was recorded 
by the county clerk so that the unfair practice of keeping 
a person beyond his period of indenture might be avoided. 
Cognizance of community welfare included that of the servants 
as well as the freemen. 
Even though a benevolent attitude toward servants pre-
vailed generally, there were exceptions. Some men brought 
servants over, received the he~d-right and then tried to get 
a lifetime of service from the laborer in the space of a 
few years. It was from this type that the servant sought to 
escape, and the attempt was understandable. One of the many 
functions of the Virginia county court was to protect the 
servant or slave from a cruel and vindictive master. The 
courts were alw:a7s open to a well-founded plea of a wronged 
servant, and the protection of the law was relatively easy 
to acquire since, in the case of servants, an appeal could 
be made directly to the bench without the necessity for 
filing a petition with the clerk of the court. 
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By bringing people to Virginia under the system of 
indentures the employer had undertaken a certain risk and 
was entitled to protection for his enterprise. Not all the 
individuals imported under the above arrangement were satis-
fied with their situation, and same endeavored to improve it 
by escaping to new territory. The recovery of such runaways 
entailed a great amount of expense and time on the owner's 
part and it was necessary that some protection be given him. 
Thus, there was evolved a system that prevailed against the 
worst elements in both classes. It was not perfect by any 
standard, but it was a guide that proved of value through the 
first years. 
It is quite difficult to ascertain the number of inden-
tured servants who served their term peaceably in Charles City 
County from 1688 until 1695, for the only events recorded con-
cerned those who did not. There are many instances of runawa.ys, 
thieves and malcontents, but there were undoubtedly more who 
worked industriously and were rewarded at the end of the con-
tract with clothes, a gun, a barrel of Indian corn or wheat 
and a cow with calf or calf by her side. We shall deal only 
with those whose deeds have became a part of history through 
the efforts of a conscientious county clerk. 
Runaway slaves and servants were quite numerous and were 
punished in several ways. Three of the most widely used were 
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the whipping post, fines, and an increase in the length of 
the contract. Sometimes the latter took the form of doubling 
the term of indenture or, on other occasions, extending it by 
the number of days, weeks, months or years the servant had 
been absent. Only in rare instances was a recovered runaway 
subjected to all three forms of chastisement. This seemed 
to be used for the incorrigibles or those who had taken pro-
perty belonging to the owner when they had run away. Thomas 
Hughes, servant to Thomas Chappell, had taken certain goods 
belonging to the latter when he escaped. Because 'of this fact 
and because the owner had expended three hundred and ninety-
one pounds of tobacco in pursuit, the Charles City County 
court, in April, 1688, ordered the defendant to reimburse the 
plaintiff for the property stolen, decided that the term of 
service should be doubled and,that Hughes should receive 
twenty-one lashes well laid on by the sheriff.99 This was a 
severe penalty. Apparently, the desired effect was accomplished, 
for Hughes was never cited in the record for a second offense. 
The imposition of a fi'ne upon a servant seemed a rather 
devious punishment, for the master was forced to pay the sum 
and then ask the court to extend the contract in consideration 
thereof. Abraham Saul, servant to Thomas Clarke, was fined by 
the court on October 3, 1689, for running away, with the 
result that Clarke paid the fine. In return, the Charles City 
99county Record. 
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court added six months to Saul's period ot indenture.100 
In this early colonial society the master was not 1iven 
the power ot lite, death or corporal punishment over slaves, 
as m.a.R,1 have been led to believe. ~ust as in cases involving 
freeman and servants, slaves were punished by decree by the 
county court. This was espeoially true where the slave had 
been a frequent runaway and had caused damage to the property 
of others during his period ot freedom. It is quite probable 
that :many ot the plantation owners punished their charges 
w1 th.out the lcnoWledge of the Justices, but it was one of the 
responsibilities ot the bench to order punitive measures when 
necessary. It wa.s at a later time that the authority slipped 
through the hands of the counv court into those of the master. 
The plantations had grown so rapidly and the number of slaves 
had multiplied so 11&ny till.es that the judges felt that the 
problem. was greater than they cared to hand.le and placed, much 
ot the a-qthority in the person ot the planter. Thia was not 
aooompliahed by any legal procedure, but was rather the result 
of years of diainiahing aotivity on the part of the county 
afficials in cases involving slave conduct. 
:.&nJ' e:x:am.ples of the court's authority in oases involving 
the disoiplining of recalcitrant slaves may be found in the 
Charles City County court record. One will suffice to demon-
strate it. Will, a nearo slave belonging to llrs. :U:ary Clarke, 
lOOcounty Record, 247. 
was designated by the court as being a "runaway theivish 
Rogue" and was accused of committing various injuries on 
the people of the community during his most recent absence. 
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It was ordered on December 3, 1689 that in the light of eXist-
ing circumstances, he should receive thirty-nine lashes well 
laid on.101 This was an extremely harsh penalty, but was 
thought to be Just because of his previous bad record. The 
perpetration of crimes against the inhabitants of the county 
as well as his escape probably account for the stern measures. 
It was the desire of the officials that the territory which 
they governed should be peaceful and when lawlessness occurred 
drastic steps were taken to rectify the situation. 
Slaves as a group were not treated in a worse fashion 
than the indentured servants, but when a crime was committed 
by one of the former the punishment meted out was apt to be 
of a more severe nature. 
It was expected that servants and slaves would be 
accorded proper care, clothes, food, and in some respects, 
the fundamentals of an education. When such did not mater-
ialize, it was the court's duty to investigate the matter 
and enforce remedial methods. Although the measures invoked 
to penalize offenders were very vigorous on occasion, the 
court sought to remove, as far as possible, the reasons for 
the commission of many of the crimes by slaves and servants. 
lOlcounty Record, 262. 
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It had been enacted early in the colony's history that cruel 
masters should be called before the bar to answer such 
charges as were lodged against them. The wronged person was 
to be in court to testify and to show marks of violence, if 
any were visible.1°2 If the defendant were found guilty, he 
received a penalty according to the degree of harm. he had 
done. This was most often in the form. of a fine and a.n admo-
nition to treat his human property in a more kindly fashion. 
On February 5, 1693/94 Elias Wade was brought into 
Charles City court to answer charges of cruelty and unlawful 
extension of an indenture contract. These charges were brought 
by the servant of Wade, Jam.ea Collins. The plaintiff accused 
his master of inflicting such a beating upon him that he was 
prevented from working and had since suffered from a severe 
throat ailment, for which Wade refUsed to seek the care of a 
doctor. After a thorough review of the claim of illegal deten-
tion, the court decided that this was not true. Their deci-
sion was based upon the testimony of three reputable colonists, 
who stated that the contract between Wade and Collins, which 
they had witnessed when it was first drawn up, was for twelve 
years. This meant that Collins had two more years to serve. 
Apparently the charge of violence was proved, for the bench 
severely admonished the defendant for his treatment of the 
plaintiff and ~Tdered Wade to have his servant's throat treated 
l02virginia Kasazine of History .!!15! BiograpbI, X, 156. 
until it was cu.red.103 In such circumstances, t.he court waa 
not authorized to deprive a person ot his property unless he 
misused it consistently. If Wade had neglected to obe;y the 
dictates of the court, it ia not unreasonable to assume that 
Colline would haTe been a tree Jll&D as aoon as disobedience 
againet \fade could have been proved. 
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Ae was sometimes the case when the period ot service was 
terainated, a penurious owner would endeavor to eaoape the 
expense of providing his servant With the neoeseary items 
specified in the contract. Such a Jll&D was Jonas Liscomb of 
Charles Cit;y County. li'or hie failure to complete the term.a 
of the contract he was brought to the court on December 3, 
1694. After ao examination of the plaintiff, William. Tham.son, 
it was ordered that the defendant •pay and deliver to the 
plt. two new oanvaa ahirt1, a new kerry coat and cotton 
breeches, a pair of Irish stockings, a pair of shoes and a 
hat all new.•104 
It was imperative that the ma.eter provide the necessi-
ties during the period of indenture ae 1Mll as at its termina-
tion. Thia tact was impressed upon Richard Bradford by the 
count;y court ot Charles Cit;y, Deoeaber 18, 1688. On that 
date it was ordered that unlees Seed, the servant of Bradford, 
was provided with sufficient clothing b,y the next Saturday 
103Count;y Record, 483. 
104Ibi4., 541. 

Chapter III 
Kethods of Trial and Punishment for Crime 
I. Methods of Trial 
There were two ways in which a suit could be settled. 
One was to sul:mit the controversy to the verdict of a jury 
and the other was to abide by the decision of the court jus-
tices. Trial by jury was one of the great fundamental rights 
guaranteed at Runnymede, it had been brought over to Virginia 
early in the seventeenth century (1621) by Governor Wyatt as 
part of the ordinance for the government of that colony.l 
This order made it incumbent upon the courts in existence to 
comply with the English law in all respects. The EngliQh 
method of trial was also to be observed and this was under-
stood to apply especially to trial by jury.2 In 1642 the 
colonists presented a petition to the mother country opposing 
the reestablishment of the Virginia Company. In the petition 
they stated that the happiness in the colony at that time 
was due partly to the fact that legal trial by jury was 
available in all criminal and civil causes where it was so 
desired, whereas no such privilege had been accorded them 
when the Company ruled the colony.3 
lBruce, Instit. History, I, 550. 
2Hening, Statutes, I, 110-111. 
3peter Force, Tracts, II, No. 5, 2. 
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In 1645 it was ordered that trial by jury be put within 
the reach of any person who so desired, regardless of the 
sum involved, and the act abolished the legal obstacle of a 
petition to the county justices and the Secretary of State at 
Jamestown before the privilege could be granted. It was fur-
ther decreed that if the defendant should seek relief in the 
chancery division before the result of jury trial was known, 
the case was to be held in abeyance until the result of the 
chancery plea was given. If the decision was unfavorable to 
the defendant, the jury trial was begun and was pressed to a 
quick conclusion. But should the defendant be faTored by 
that tribunal, the justices were to issue a decree and the 
jury was to be dismissed.4 Even after the jury had given its 
verdict it was possible for either party to appeal for a chan-
cery injunction. Usually, it was granted by the county court 
if there seemed to be justification for it, and if the party 
seeking such relief offered sufficient security. Such privi-
lege was accorded Joshua Jrby on April 4, 1689, after he had 
been ordered by the Charles City County court to pay his 
brother, William, three thousand five hundred and forty pounds 
of tobacco as a result of a suit brought by William.5 John 
Lett was accomodated in like fashion by the Charles City 
County court when he sought relief in the chancery division 
4Hening, Statutes, I, 303. 
5county Record, 211. 
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on December 4, 1694, after being ordered to pay four thousand 
pounds of tobacco to John Taylor.6 
In 1660/61, the Geueral Assembly, wishing to turther the 
application of English law to the colony, abolished the statute 
which required one of the litigants to ask for trial by jury 
before it• application to the case could be had, and further 
ordered that thereafter the sheriff of each county was to 
eapanel a Jury of twelTe men each morning the court was to be 
in session. These men were to be in attendance the entire day 
to try all cases which the Judges might think proper.7 At 
first the members of a Jur,y were to be kept tram all meat and 
drink until a Terdict was reached, but this proTision was 
later abandoned in Charles City County.a It would appear that 
the act of 1660/61 made the Judges responsible for the invoca-
tion of Jury trial on a case, but it is doubtful if they were 
arbitrary in this aatter. If a person specifically requested 
that mode of trial it was granted. 
Payment of the expense of a Jury trial was to be borne 
by the person who asked tor that method of adjudication. 
This was provided for in the act of 1645. The sum of seventy-
two pounds ot tobacco was to be paid to the members of the 
Jury to campensate them for their subsistence while awa.r from 
6county Record, 546. 
7Hening, Statutes, II, 73. 
8Virginia Kagazine .91. Histor;y J:Da Biosraph.y, IX, 379. 
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their homes and for the inconvenience ot attending court.9 
The number ot suoh daily 1ubmissions to Jury trial in Charles 
City County 1-• hard to determine. Only in the later years 
with which the court record deals is there a distinction made 
b,y the clerk between the verdicts ot the Justices and those 
ot the Jury. According to·the later entries, the usual number 
ot Jury decisions each day wa11 three, although there were five 
on August 3, 1694.10 Even the latter figure seem.a small in 
comparison to the total number ot oases tried. In Charles 
City county the Jury was used primarily in cases involving 
detamation, stealing and leaser crimes. Nevertheless, this 
mode of trial was employed on quite different occasions. Two 
examples lD&1 be cited. Horse.racing and the attendant betting 
were two of the main diTersions of the inveterate gamblers ot 
Virginia at thia time. It was not uncommon tor large amounts 
to be &t stake. Ordinarily the loser paid hie debt and attri-
buted the leas to eXperience or a muddy track. This was not 
the case with Kr. Richard :Bland. He retueed to pay Kr. Thomas 
Epes tour hundred pounds of tobacco lost on a race. Ir. Epes 
asked tor legal assietanoe and Richard :Bland waa brought 
before the bar to answer the charges. Resting his case on a 
teohnioal irregularity, the defendant was acquitted by Jury 
tria1.ll In another inst&llce, Robert Allen aought recourse 
9Hening, Statutes, I, 314. 
lOcounty Record, 507-521. 
llibid., 429. 
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in legal action to secure the payment of twenty shillings due 
him for playing the bagpipes at.the wedding of John Coleman.12 
Kembership on the Jury was restricted to those men who 
had a strong interest in the proper administration of the la•. 
It was believed that only wel~-to-do persona could be in that 
category, so it was provided that no man should serve as a 
Jury member unless he had a considerable estate, whether in 
land or other resouroea.13 
The proper administration of Justice was a cornerstone 
ot the early colonial 1ociety and it therefore was made incum-
bent upon the people to see that a fair system prevailed. One 
of the methods by which this was accom.plisiled was through par-
ticipation as a witness or by senice on a Jury. It was 
regarded as a duty to the comm.unity to serve in llhatever capac-
ity one was requested. :ror this work reDlUlleration was given 
in the form of a sum of tobacco. When the individual so 
requested refused to comply, he was fined by the court for 
his failure to act in the interests of society. James Kinge 
was fined b;y the Cllarles City court on :rebruary 5, 1688/89, 
for his non-appearance as a witness tor Edward Greenhough in 
the latter's suit against Thomas :Slighton. However, it llinge 
gave an acceptable excuse tor his delinquency, he was to be 
excueed.14 A fine of one hundred pounds of tobacco was the 
12county Record, 297. 
13:sruce, Inatit. Hiatorz, I, 553. 
14County Record, 195. 
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penalty the same court illlposed upon John Roek, ll'icholas OTer'b,y 
and Joseph Jt&ddock Who tailed to appear as members of a jury 
Whioh was summoned on October 3, 1693.15 
Witnesses in a suit had to be respectable and of good 
character. Otherwise, their testimony would be ot little 
value. The oounty Juatioes made certain that only persons in 
this category should be summoned. When William Reddiok tried 
to introduce an unbaptized ll.l.llatto girl as a witness in his 
case againet William Jrby on J'ovember 10, 1691, the Charles 
City County justices immediately granted the defendant a non-
suit, tor they stated that such a person was incapable ot 
being an •evidence• in that suit.16 
Indentured servants were often oalled aa witnesses to 
give testimony and they were subJect to the saae penalties 
tor non-appearance as the freemen. It the servant tailed to 
appear as directed he was tined. Bis master usually paid 
the amount and in return elq)ected a longer ter.ra ot service 
trom his servant. 
Strict respect tor the la• was the keynote of the deci-
sions handed down by the Juatioea, but they also were influ-
enced by their own emotions. It was the law at that time 
that the Wife should be responsible tor the debts incurred 
by her hus'band it he died or left the community where the 
16county Record, 473. 
16+b1d., 369. 
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debts had been contracted. According to this statute, 
Elizabeth Wiltsheir became responsible for her husband's 
obligations when he had run away after being convicted of a 
particularly offensive crime. The wife was in no position 
to repay the debt and therefore placed herself at the meray 
of the Charles City court in February 1687/88. The bench 
removed the entire attachment against Elizabeth Wiltsheir.17 
This is not an isolated instance, but serves to demonstrate 
the hwna.nity of the court and shows that the justices did 
not always follow a narrow legal procedure in each suit. No 
one standard could be used in every case. It is to the credit 
of these early judges that they recognized the circumstances 
under which they labored and were equal to the occasion. 
They were not correct in all their decision, nor did the 
settlers expect such a phenomenon, but the latter did expect 
an honest court administration, based not only upon legal 
authority, but also humanitarian concepts. Decisions based 
upon both became the philosophy_ of the county court. 
II. Punishment for Crimes 
An interesting aspect of the study of the Charles City 
County court record was the relatively few cases of crime 
which were contained in its pages. Most of the delinquencies 
involved horse and hog stealing and trespass and assault. 
There was only one case of a man being imprisoned for murder 
17county Record, 85. 
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and that wa.s finally adjudged to have been accidental. 
The scarcity of heinous crimes may have been the result 
of the character of the first settlers in Virginia. In the 
First Supply there were thirty-three of the gentleman class 
out of the total of one ~undred and twenty.18 Among these 
were many well-known English names. Sometimes the gentry 
were accompanied to the new land by their parfumers with the 
intention, perhaps, of continuing their foppishness on the 
James.19 Captain John Smith has stated that most of the per-
sons listed as laborers in the First Supply were really foot-
men attending their masters.20 Although Smith at first 
condemned these men of wealth, he later said that they were 
both industrious and sensible and gave a certain stability 
to the community.21 The Second Supply of seventy.two persons 
contained twenty-nine gentlemen, but in the Third Supply there 
wa.s a large number of reckless young Cavaliers who had come 
to Virginia to escape ill fortune. It was primarily these 
whom Captain Smith criticized as creating factions among the 
settlers.22 Despite this influx, the authorities were Just 
18philip A. Bruce, Social Life in Virginia.!.!!~ Seven-
teenth Century, 40. (Hereafter referred to as, Social !J..!:!.) 
19Bruce, Social ~. 41. 
20captain John Smith, Works, II, 172-473 
21Ibid., I, 241. 
22~ •• 235. 
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as eager to have men of wealth migrate to the new colony as 
those of the laboring class. Lord de la Warr said that even 
though these men had no trade, they might "employ .knowledge, 
counsel and the power of their best breeding.•23 As Philip 
A. Bruce has surmised, it·is quite probable that in every ship 
going to Virginia there w~re men of the we~lthier class aboard 
who were seeking to escape the stagnant life in England.24 It 
ia his estimate that approximately one-fourth of the first 
settlers were of high social rank, for the different records 
of the colony for the period from 1624 until the end of the 
seventeenth century show the continued flow of the higher 
class to Virginia.25 This has served to dispel the earlier 
theory that Virginia was first colonized by the indigent, 
indolent a.nd criminal classes of England. Undoubtedly, there 
were some of this type, but they were in the minority and 
either conf~rmed to the standards of their betters or were 
deported. Perhaps the character and ideals of the early colo-
nists influenced their descendants, for if one county can be 
taken as an example of all, the conduct of the people in this 
period was exemplary in many respects. 
A remarkable feature of this time was the leniency with 
which violations of the law were punished as compared with 
23Alexander Brown, Genesis of the United States, I, 411. 
24Bruce. Social 14..!.!, 44. 
25~ •• 45. 
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punishment for the same offense in England. In the Mother 
Country there were approximately three hundred misdemeanors 
punishable by death and the judges were not timorous in impos-
ing such penalty. Even the most petty of crimes was dealt 
with in a severe manner. Transportation was regarded as almost 
synonomous with acquittal in that society and conditions under 
which the crime was committed were rarely ta.ken into considera-
tion.26 
The number of crimes subject to the penalty of death was 
extremely small in Virginia and punishments for other offenses 
were comparatively mild. In the Charter of 1606 only mutiny, 
murder, treason, and a few others, were subject to punishment 
by death and this probably is one reason for the milder crimi-
nal code in Virginia.27 However, there were other reasons. 
Colonial life was distinguished by kindness and interdependence 
which were the bases for its existence. There was a spirit of 
friendship and a kindred feeling among the people occasioned by 
their comm.on struggle to establish homes and provide for their 
f'utures in the wilderness. Under these circumstances people 
were not likely to judge their neighbors too harshly. Class 
lines were not clearly drawn at this time and did not affect 
the administration of justice as .. much as in England, where a 
judge was more inclined to impose a hard sentence on a person 
of the lower cla~J'ses than on one of his own social rank. - The 
26Bruce, Instit. History, I, 613. 
27~ •• 612. 
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violation of property rights was not regarded as a terrible 
crime in Virginia, for in a society where only a few posted 
the boundaries of their estates, where wild cattle and hogs 
were in abundance in the forests and where land was always 
available to farm, it seemed unfair to make appropriation of 
another's personal or landed estate a capital crime. Trespass 
on the land of another was not regarded as serious, especially 
since few of the owners knew the exact bounds themselves. 
Each individual was necessary for the welfare of the 
colony, for only by his labor did it flourish. On this premise 
Virginians regarded it as bad policy to have a person killed or 
deported from the colony for committing a minor offense. Even 
if they had adopted transportation, there would have been no 
place to send the felons. Only England had the right to trans-
port convicts and the other colonies would not jeopardize their 
communities by accepting Virginia's undesirables. In cases 
involving the maximum penalty, the colonial judges were proba-
bly as strict as their counterparts in England, but in dealing 
with lesser crimes, the Virginia judges tried to make the 
punishment commensurate with the real flagrancy of the act. 
In carrying out the death penalty, the instrument used 
was the gallows. Either the official colonial hangman, or a 
person ordered to serve in that capacity as a punishment, 
executed the sentence.28 In cases involving theft the penalty 
usually took the form of a fine graduated according to the 
28Bruce, Instit. History, I, 616-619. 
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seriousness of the crime. Ferdina.ndo Jarrette was convicted 
on June 12, 1690 of entering the plantation of Messrs. 
Woodleigh a.nd H.aygood and Anne Osborne by foree of arms, burn-
ing the house, stealing nails and committing other offenses. 
The plaintiffs sought five thousand pounds of tobacco as proper 
redress for the injury. The Charles City jury decided in favor 
of the plaintiffs, but the final a.ward was only five hundred 
pounds.29 Two yea.rs later William. Wilhem was fined twenty 
thousand pounds of tobacco by the same court after being con-
victed of trespass against John Wall and Sarah, his wife.30 
Just what the nature of the, trespass was, is not given in the 
record. It was of undoubted seriousness as the fine denotes. 
This is the largest fine imposed in Charles City County from 
1688 to 1695. John Freeman wa.s convicted of hog stealing in 
October 1691 and was fined two thousand pounds of tobacco.31 
Thomas BusbY was fined the same a.mount two months later for 
the same offense.32 Roger Burnby filed suit against Thomas 
Todd for assault and battery, seeking ten thousand pounds of 
tobacco as dam.ages. The cause was sul:mitted to a jury in 
Charles City in the October court of 1692. The verdict was 
against the defendant, but the plaintiff was awarded only six 
29county Record, 28?-288. 
301.P.!5!., 443. 
31Ibid., 
-
364. 
32Ibid _., 378. 
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hundred pounds of' tobacco.33 
It was common tor the oourt Justices and members of 
Juries to place a much lower value on the damages done than 
the plaintif'f. In Bovember, 1692, James Callom brought suit 
against Thomas Christian in Charles City County for alleged 
trespassing and disturbing the plaintitt•s stook b;y hunting 
and by killing CallOlll1 8 dog. The case was presented to the 
_Jury, wb.ioh decided in favor of the plaintitt, awarding him 
ten pounds of the tiTe thousand pounds of' tobacco he had asked 
as daaages.34 Such court action was not meant to be malicious 
nor was it aimed at any speoitio person. It was the evalua-
tion by the Juatioea of the harm done in cases ot trespass. 
It is not unlikely that the sum was raised in cases where 
auch action was felt to be justifiable. 
The court was extremely oareful in trying to ascertain 
the truth of a plaintiff's petition. If any reasonable doubt 
e~sted, the defendant was set tree. Consequently, of the 
twenty-seven cases involTing thett which were decided by the 
Charles City County court trOJB 1688 to 1695, ten were dis-
missed, and in tive ot the remainder the amounts asked aa 
damages were reduced drastically. This should not be inter-
preted as an attempt on the part ot the Judges to palliate 
the criminal tendencies of the inhabitants. Rather, it was 
a conscious attempt to administer Justice equally to all 
33county Record, 426. 
34
.rus .. 430. 
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classes and individuals and to establish a judicial system 
suited to the new civilization. This was a revolutionary 
step, for it must be remembered that the colonists were still 
influenced to a great extent by English legal methods and pro-
cedure. By digressing from the standard procedure, they 
.. 
opened up a new chapter in the history of criminal jurispru-
dence that was unprecedented among the English speaking peoples 
of that day. 
Fines also were laid for offenses other than thievery, 
as for example: swearing, drunkenness or profaning the Sab-
bath; disregarding the laws which governed the grinding of 
oorn, wheat, etc.; illegally tanning hides and ma.king shoes; 
defaming a person's character; failing to appear as witness 
when ordered, and many other offenses. 
Although fines were used most extensively by Charles City 
County court, the whipping post was not always idle. Corporal 
punishment of this kind was inflicted upon those who were 
unable to pay a specified amount in tobacco. The lash was 
undoubtedly preferred to imprisonment by the county officials 
for it obviated the expense of feeding and guarding a pri~oner. 
The only expense entailed was the fee due the sheriff or con-
stable who laid on the prescribed number of lashes. On April 
3, 1689, John Field was sentenced by the Charles City court 
to receive twenty.nine lashes at the whipping post for he 
had "feloniously ta.ken a bridle off from an horse belonging 
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to Xpher (Christopher) Hutson.•35 Ten months later Elizabeth 
Vigars, a servant, was subjected to the same punishment by 
the same court for stealing "porke and beefe. 11 36 The whipping 
post was reserved for those who were incorrigible criminals 
a.s well as for those who lacked sufficient funds to pay a 
fine. Incorrigibility has been overcome infrequently by cor-
poral punishment and the early Virginia method was no more 
successful than that of a. later date. 
Other forms of punishment were: the stocks, the pillory 
and the prison. These were used almost as extensively as 
fines and whipping. Except for the crimes punishable by 
death, there were very few offenses which were dealt with by 
a specific penalty. 1fost of the penalties were interchangeable. 
Where one culprit would receive a fine of two hundred pounds 
of tobacco for stealing a horse, another might receive a term 
in prison or in the stocks. Kuch depended upon the seriousness 
of the crime and the character of the violator. 
Since it was the province of the county court to handle 
only the minor criminal eases (i.e., those which didn't 
involve loss of life or limb) it became the responeibilityaf 
the General Court to judge those ca.uses deemed above the 
authority of the county tribunal. When such a case arose in 
any county, it was the duty of the justices to refer it to 
the higher court. In compliance with this procedure, the 
35county Record, 204. 
36.!..QiG., 275. 
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Charles City court. on March 24. 1691/92, ordered that James 
.Batty and Joseph Bradley be apprehended by the sheriff and 
committed to custody until they posted security for their 
appearance at the next session of the General Court, at which 
time they were to answer the charges against them. The 
charges were brought by Anthony Parre of Charles City County 
who stated that the defendants had made a vicious assault with 
fire upon his person, resulting in the loss of an ear.37 
Crimes of this magnitude were infrequent in Charles City County 
during the eight-year period of study, the above being the 
only case recorded. A Joseph Bradley had been imprisoned in 
1688 for the murder of an Indian. but had been releaaed. 38_ If 
the same person, it is logical to assume that the General 
Court would impose the most severe penalty possible. Being 
the second such offense for Bradley, it would seem to indicate 
that he wan.incorrigible and unfit to associate with the 
other colonists and a threat to the safety of the comm.unity. 
Another case was referred to the General Court, but the 
county court later relented and merely ordered the culprit 
out of the county. Thie was the case involving John Wahusly, 
who was accused of being a thief and inciting slaves and 
servants to rebel and run away. He was ordered to be held 
for the General Court by the Charles City County officials 
37county Record, 394. 
38supra, 3. 
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on August 7, 1689.39 The county later relented (September 2, 
1689), for they felt that the serious punishment he would 
receive as a result of his crimes would be dangerous to his 
condition. Just what the nature of his •condition" was is 
not stated, but ill-health may have been meant. For this 
reason, the court offered to suspend sentence if the defendant 
would leave the county within twenty days or post bond for his 
fUture good behavior.40 Although a feeling of compassion 
undoubtedly was of some influence in the court's decision, it 
is likely that many of the charges placed against Wahusly were 
not proved sufficiently to warrant a hearing before the . 
General Court.41 
39county Record, 234-235. 
40Ibid. I 240. 
41Ibid 
-· 
Chapter IV 
The Morals of the People 
Religion was just as important in the lives of Virginia 
colonist during this period as it is to the people of today, 
if not more so. Not only were English custom and laws brought 
into the new territory, but the Anglican religion as well. 
One of the first shelters erected in the colony was a meeting 
house where religious services could be held. This edifice 
was destroyed by fire in 1608, but another was built shortly 
thereafter.l Concern for the religious welfare of the settlers 
was of primary interest to the early governors such as Lord 
Delaware. One of his first projects ~n 1610 was the renovation 
of the church so that it would be a more suitable place in 
which to worship and to ask divine guidance for the struggling 
little colony.2 
Although attendance at church was a conscientious duty 
for many, compulsion was used to prod those who were reluctant 
and lawe were passed which made attendance at Sunday service 
mandatory. If a person disobeyed these provisions, he was 
subject to humiliating and painful punishment. During Governor 
Argall's administration (1617-1619) failure to be present at 
di vine services was penalized by confinement in the Corp de 
lLyon G. Tyler, Ih! Cradle .2.f ~Republic, 73. 
21bid., 74. 
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Guard was to be extended to a month and for the third offense, 
a year.3 The first representative body to meet in .America, 
the first General Assembly in 1619, passed a law requiring 
all citizens to attend church services regularly and imposing 
these penalties on delinquents: a freeman was fined three 
shillings which were paid to the Churcp, while a servant suf-
fered the ignominy of a public whipping.4 
Although The Laws, Divine, Koral and Martial, under 
which Gates, Dale and Argall ruled, were not in operation dur-
ing the remainder of the century, there were still laws in 
force which compelled the settlers to attend church whenever 
it was held. From this it is evident that the supervision 
exercised by the authorities to ensure proper observance of 
the Sabbath was almost as strict in Virginia as in New England 
during the same period. 
By 1632 the penalty of three shillings for being absent 
was reduced to one, but this was an adequate fine because of 
the scarcity of specie and the rate of exchange in tobacco. 
At the same time, the General Assembly made it evident to all 
public officials that no one should miss church unless a lawful 
excuse be given.5 A lawful excuse at this time probably meant 
sickness or inclement weather which prevented attendance. 
3Brown, ~ First Republic, 278. 
4Kinutes 91.. ~Assembly, 1619, 28, quoted in Bruce, 
Instit. History, I, 29. 
5Hening, Statutes, I, 155. 
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1Ca.king trips on the Sabbath without the express purpose of 
going to church; using firearms for reasons other than fright-
ening birds away from the cornfields or to signal an Indian 
attack or to resist Indians, or working on Sunday were regarded 
as breaches of the law a.nd subject to fine or punishment. An 
act was passed in 1658 which made illegal the loading or unload-
ing of ships or the transporting of goods by boat on that da,y. 
If a violation occurred, the fine was to be one hundred pounds 
of tobacco or confinement in the stocks.6 In that same year 
it was forbidden to issue a.ny writ on Sunday. 7 Prior to that 
time it had been the custom for the sheriff to deliver writs 
at the church door. This was a much easier procedure than 
riding to the person's home, and the laws governing attendance 
made it fairly certain that his quarry would be in the congre-
gation. The sheriff's presence at the church on matters of 
an official nature detracted from the sanctity of the occasion 
and for this reason it was ordered to cease. Thereupon, the 
colonists could enjoy the opportunities for relaxation pre-
sented by a church service without being apprehensive of the 
possibility of receiving a summons. Regular attendance con-
tinued to be stressed by the government. In 1690, when 
Nicholson became Virginia's governor, he called upon the 
justices to do all in their power to prevent Sabbath violations. 
6Hening, Statutes, I, 261, 434. 
?Ibid., 457. 
As late as 1699, a law was passed imposing a fine of five 
shillings or fifty pounds of tobacco on those persons who 
tailed to attend some religious service on Sunday.a 
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Charles City County was relatively free from violation 
of the laws in this respect. Over a period of eight years 
t.here were only ten men so charged. Thomas Anderson and 
Samuel Ed~ were apprehended tor planting tobacco on Sunday 
and were ordered, on October 3, 1688, to be bound over to 
the grand Jury tor investigation.9 Captain Wioholas Wyatt 
informed the court, on June 22, 1691, that :ohn Koss, Kathe• 
Kosher, Thomas Potts, Samuel Eddy and Richard Wathen tailed 
to attend servioes.10 How Captain Wyatt obtained the infor.m.a-
tion is not stated, but it must have been his duty to aat as 
prGctor at the service and to cheek absentees. These men 
were also bound to the grand jury. A year later, William 
Lowder waa presented to the grand Jury for profaning the Sab-
bath. He was fined twenty shillings and adm.onished.11 At 
the same court J"oha Williams was fined ten thousand pounds 
of to'baoco for tendiag ships, contrary to the law.12 It is 
preauaed that the violation occurred on Sunday, for that 
8Hening, Statutes. III, 168. 
9county Record, 159. 
l0Ibid., 348. 
llibid., 408. 
l2Ibid. 
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was the only day on which it was forbidden to load or unload 
ships. The tine appears to be exceasivel,J high unless there 
waa evidence ot amuggling. John Bennett waa presented to 
the grand Jury on June 4, 1694, for breaking the Sabbath by 
!etching pipe clay.13 
It is quite possible that Charles City had a te• aore 
otfendera than the account ahon, for the county clerks were 
I 
remiss on some occasions in copying the court proceedings. 
However, most of' the colonists W9re zealous in their efforts 
to abide by the laws because of their religious enthusiasm.. 
Those not imbued W1 th the same tenor tended to keep within 
bounds due to the aethod by which disobedience was handled, 
so the number given above may be relied upon as fairly 
accurate. 
Gambling has been considered to have been one of the 
taTorite pastimes of the gentry in the earl,J·period with 
horse racing and cards being the chief diversions. Dice, 
cock fights and other events also had their enthusiasts. 
Drinking also wa• a popular form ot entertainment. A love 
ot conviviality among the people caused much drinking. All 
classes and both sexes seem to have indulged. Everyone who 
could afferd it had an ample supply of wines and stronger 
liquors at his dlapoaal With which to entertain his friends. 
Although. drinking was Widespread, moderation waa the rule. 
Upon occasion there was oTer-indulgence, but eTen then a 
13county Record, 504. 
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reasonable amount of decorum was usually maintained. 
There was no stigma attached to drinking in a temperate 
manner but drinking to excess was frowned upon. Not only was 
such action disapproved generally, but there were strict laws 
in force to punish it. The first General Assembly recognized 
the dangers of intemperance and designed measures to prevent 
it, or to punish these guilty ones. In 1619 a law was passed 
providing that for the first offense, the violator would be 
I • 
reproved privately by his minister; .the second offense would 
be punished by a. public reproof and the third by twelve hours 
imprisonment in the provost marshal's home. If continued 
infringement were observed, the Governor and Council were to 
order a just penalty.14 Thirteen years later a five-shilling 
fine was imposed on all persons found intoxicated, a.nd the 
same amount was to be paid for each additional lapse.15 
Drunkards were forbidden to hold a.ny public office by a 
statute of 1657/58 and three convictions on the count of 
drunkenness were to constitute sufficient evidence for such 
an opprobrious title.16 
The inhabitants of Charle~ City County were either 
exceptionally temperate or the clerk was exceedingly la.x 
in the performance of his duty, for during the entire span 
of years from 1688 to 1695 there was only one case of 
14Kinutes .2! Assembli, 1619, 20, quoted in Bruce, 
Instit. History, I, 38. 
15Hening, Statutes, I, 193. 
16.Di.!9:., 433. 
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drunkenness reported. Robert Hix was the unfortunate one who 
blemished the record. He wa.s committed to the stocks by order 
of the court for appearing before that body in a drunken con-
dition on April 13, 1693.17 Perhaps others in a like condition 
have been shielded by the all inclusive description "creating 
a disturbance." At any rate, Robert Hix is the only one whose 
true condition was specifically mentioned. 
Profanity was a.n evil of sufficient imports.nee to come 
under a legislative ban by 1619. In that year it was enacted 
that a five.shilling fine would be levied upon any freeman who 
persisted in using profanity after he had been warned three 
' times. If the swearer wa.s a servant he wa.s to be flogged 
unless his master consented to pay a fine equal to that which 
a freeman would have to pay.18 A person guilty of this 
offense was fined one shilling by the act of 1667/58.· Accord-
ing to the same law, three convictions were sufficient to 
exclude him from appointment or election to any public office. 
Under age children or servants who erred in a like manner were 
to be subject to punishment by the justices.19 In spite of 
all the efforts to curb it, swearing continued and even the 
efforts of the clergy had very little effect. 
Charles City County was not without its share of the 
offenders. On February 3, 1692, George Downing, Randolph 
l?county Record, 456. 
l8](inutes Jl! Assembly, 1619, 27, quoted in Bruce, 
. Ins tit. Histoa;, _I, 42. 
l9Hening, Statutes, I, 433. 
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Burchenhead and Joshua Jrby were indicted as "common swearers" 
and ordered to report to the next court.20 Thereupon, George 
Downing was fined one shilling as the law directed.21 Randolph 
Burchenhead and Joshua Jrby were assessed one shilling eight 
pence at a later court held on April 13, 1693.22 During this 
period there does not seem to have been a definite fine for 
the use of profanity. On August 3, 1692, Thomas Tutwell, 
Thomas Potts, Rice Prichard and Adam Ivey were charged two 
shillings plus their fees for being convicted as "common swear-
ers, n23 while three years latAr William White was committed · 
for profane swearing in court.24 Ostensibly, "committed" in 
this situation would mean to the stocks, for swearing was not 
considered to be deserving of a prison sentence. Because of 
the variety of penalties imposed for the same violation, the 
place where the misdeed occurred must be considered. The first 
misdemeanors happened out of the presence of the justices and 
were treated in a lighter fashion. William White had the 
temerity to disturb the dignity of the court by his profane 
language and therefore suffered a more severe rebuke than merely 
paying a fine. 
20county Record, 441. 
21Jbid _., 445. 
22~ • ., 446. 
23,lli!!., 408. 
24Jbid _., 586. 
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offense. A second offense resulted in more drastic action. 
The number of offenders in Charles City County was again 
relatively small, only five women being so convicted during 
the eight years from 1688 to 1695. Ellianore Thompson was 
fined as the law directed on August 3, 1688, as was Anna 
Newton the following February.25 Two years later Anna Newton 
was convicted for a second offense and was ordered to be 
whipped at the post.26 Rebecca Carney was fined by the court 
for being the mother of an illegitimate mulatto child. Her 
master, John Baxter, paid the fine and for this gesture 
Rebecca Carney was to repay him by an extension of her inden-
ture time.27 A similar case was that of Elizabeth Stringer, 
who was fined one thousand pounds of tobacco on January 5, 
1690/91. She was also ordered to serve her master two years 
beyond her regular term in return for his payment of the fine 
to the churchwardens of Westover.28 
It was the churchwardens of each parish who had the dis-
tasteful task of reporting such indiscretions as drunkenness, 
profanity and illegitimacy. These men were charged to be 
extremely v_igilant in such matters, but being of the gentry 
they were reluctant on some occasions to submit those of their 
25county Record, 146, 149. 
26Ibid 
-·· 
299. 
27Ibid _., 225. 
28~ •• 322. 
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own class to public humiliation. It is, therefore, quite 
possible that many of their brethren escaped punishment for 
that reason. Testimony against one's friends is, indeed, an 
onerous task and one which people seek to avoid at every 
opportunity. In this respect, the churchwardens were no 
exception and if an opportunity presented itself b.Y which 
they could privately reprove the guilty party, that was the 
course followed. 
Defamation of character and setting abroad groundless 
rumors were regarded not only as breaches of social etiquette 
but also as offenses punishable by law.· The success of the 
colonial experiment rested to a great degree upon strict com-
pliance with the edicts of the Governor, Council and General 
Assembly as executed by the various colonial officials. 
Therefore, the individual who made critical remarks or incited 
action intended to weaken the authority of the abo~e mentioned 
agencies was subject to punitive measures of some type. This 
was necessary, for the colonists would have lost faith in.a 
government which allowed itself to be· so attacked without 
striking back. 
In 1662 it was provided that any person starting groundless 
rumors calculated to disturb the peace of the county was to 
be fined a sum not exceeding two thousand pounds of tobacco 
and was required to give a bond for his future good behavior.29 
29Hening, Statutes, II. 109. 
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A wife convicted of slander was to be ducked, according to 
the law, unless her husband paid the fine.30 County records 
for this period, other than that of Charles City County, show 
that whipping and public recantation were used aa often as 
the imposition of a fine.31 
Cases involTing slander in Charles City County were not 
always of the higher social order. JJJy freeman who felt that 
he had been unjustly aaliped by another was free to seek 
recourse in the county court. However, the maJ ori ty ot the 
suits were brought by the gentry who thought · their reputation 
and standing in the community had been jeopardized by the 
unfair statements made in public by a fellow oolonist. Colonel 
Edward Hill brought a slander suit against Richard Turbifeild 
which was presented to the justices of Charles City on J'une 4, 
1688. Turbiteild had made a statement in which he intimated 
that the plaintiff, a burgess, were merely attending the 
Assembly as means of making money and with little thought for 
the welfare of his constituents. The defend.ant had also ma.de 
other charges to.the plaintiff's damage. Since Colonel Hill 
was a prominent colonist. a burgess as well as President of 
the County Court, there would have been little doubt as to 
the defendant's guilt if final action by the eourt had been 
necessary. However, before the trial Turbifeild in open court 
30Han1ng, Staty.tea, 166. 
31Bruce, Instit. Histor;r, I, 52-53. 
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confessed that he had no evidence to support his idle invention 
and begged the plaintiff to withdraw the suit as a result of 
the public recantation. Colonel Hill complied with this 
request. As a reeul t, the defendant pro.mised to pay the costs 
of the trial. He was committed by the oourt, however, until 
bond and security were given by him for his future good 
behavior.32 
A similar case was that in which :U:r. Edward l3raine, a 
county justice, and William Bo11JDan were involved in court on 
December 18, 1688. !011JD&n had applied the contemptuous epi-
thet, •cheating knave,• to the eminent justice, and had been 
ordered to appear for trial. Again there would have been DQ 
question as to the outcome, but once more the. defendant publicly 
retraoted his slanderou·s statement and was set free, after 
p8iJing the oosts.33 
Jla.Jor John Stith, also a Justice of the Charles City 
County court, was the subject of libellous rem.arks made by 
li'rank Reeve. These statements were uttered in court and 
conveyed the impreeaion th.at Reeve thought Jlajor Stith's word. 
was of little value. The plaintiff believed that such a 
slanderous charge had injured his reputation as a justice and 
asked five kundred pounds sterling as damages. His fellow 
justices thought the damage was less extensive and awarded 
32county Record, 133. 
331bid •• 184. 
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Kajor Stith fiTe pounds sterling. The plaintiff waived all 
awards, however, when Reeve publicly rescinded his charges, 
stating that they were fallacious and the product of passion 
rather than reason.34 
Besides the three illustrative cases just presented there 
were eight other suits brought as a result of defamation of 
one party by another. Of these, six involved eminent men of 
the county, one was between two individuals of lesser reputa-
tion, and one case was dismissed because of lack of sufficient 
evidence. The fines handed down by the justices ranged from 
forty pounds of tobacco in one case,35 to.two hundred pounds 
of the same commodity paid in two cases.36 Public or written 
recantation was made in the othere.37 Fines were laid Where 
the defendant refused to withdraw his remarks or where the 
plaintiff did not ask for a recantation. A public or written 
revocation was most desirable in defamation cases, because it 
I 
signified to the people that there was no evidence for such 
accusations against the person so maligned, and that the 
indiTidual making the statements had lied. Thia succeeded in 
removing the blemish on the reputation of the person unjustly 
34county Record, 280. 
35Ibid 
-·· 
86. 
36Ibid 
-·· 
354, 534. 
37Ibid 
-·· 
425, 469, 485, 487. 
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transgressor. The latter method conveyed the impression that 
there was a reasonable a.mount of doubt as to the good charac-
ter of the 1.1 belled person, and that the defendant had had to 
pay the fine because of the vicious system which prevented 
free speech. 
Thus, in the ninety-three years from 1607 to 1700 the 
population of Virginia had increased from a few score to over 
one hundred thousand. The hopes of the first settlers for 
speedy wealth had proved idle, but the hard work of the Eng-
lishmen and the labor of the servants and slaves had combined 
to build an agricultural comm.unity which were both prospero~s 
and efficient. The most important fact of all was that the 
germ of good government had developed into an established 
system, jealously guarded by the colonists. A large share of 
their success was due to the county courts system. It was 
the capable execution of the judicial, legislative and execu-
tive functions by the courts which enabled the people to 
establish an enterprising state in the wilderness. A less 
able government might have allowed the society to be subjected 
to and absorbed by the opposing forces of nature and the law 
of the survival of the fittest. 
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